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This report was created by the custom research team at 
Springtide Research Institute. At Springtide, we work hard 
to translate complex research into everyday language. In 
this report, we provide you with our findings and our 
recommendations for moving forward now that you have 
this data in hand. Enjoy! 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Purpose  
The Lilly Endowment Inc. (LEI) is committed to understanding the impact of the Young Adult 
Initiative (YAI), including its impact on the spiritual lives of young adults and the ability of 
congregations to serve young adults. The YAI funded twelve Innovation Hubs, scattered across 
the nation, each of which supported multiple congregations in their young adult ministry 
efforts. These hubs vary widely in their approaches to this mission. LEI is hoping to identify 
ways to improve how they provide guidance, funding, support, and other resources to the 
Innovation Hubs that they serve through the YAI. In order to plan a way forward, LEI needs to 
better understand the major learnings from each of the twelve hubs over the last five years, 
determine their existing strengths, and explore what needs to change in the next phase of the 
YAI.  
  
Springtide Research Institute conducted a custom study for LEI including a survey of the young 
adults, congregation leaders, and hub staff and leaders; a tailored analysis of secondary data 
collected by each hub; and interviews and focus groups with the same audiences. The data 
collected informs a holistic and robust picture of the YAI and synthesizes the major learnings of 
the initiative. This study is a follow-up to the 2018–2019 midpoint assessment conducted by the 
Social Research Lab of the University of Northern Colorado.  
 
To design the research project, Springtide conducted Discovery calls with LEI and subsequent 
stakeholders to identify the set of clarified objectives noted below. Springtide then used those 
objectives to build the research tools, examine secondary data sets, conduct the full 
synthesized analysis, and develop the findings in this report.   
 
The present report summarizes the learnings from the information gathered from participants 
and leaders of all 12 Innovation Hubs.  
   
 
Objectives  

• Objective 1: What is the overall impact of the young adult initiative on the life and 
mission of congregations and the young adults they serve?  

• Objective 2: What is the impact of this initiative on the religious lives of young adults?   
• Objective 3: How has this initiative widened congregations’ understanding and 

assumptions about the religious lives of young adults?    
• Objective 4: How have congregations grown in their relationship with young adults?    
• Objective 5: What types of approaches and practices enabled the maturing and ultimate 

flourishing of those relationships?  
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Methodology  
 
Survey  
We used a combination of existing measures and customized 
questions to develop a comprehensive survey about key perceptions 
regarding the YAI, including efficacy, important resources, and impact 
of the program. The survey was launched in February 2022, with 331 
total respondents from the 12 hubs. Survey respondents opted in to 
the survey either through a link emailed by the hubs or through an 
email link sent by Springtide.  
 
The survey serves as a comparison to the initial 2018–2019 study and a generalized summary of 
overarching objectives. This year’s evaluation was much longer and more robust than the 
original survey because we tried to capture as much nuance as possible to inform this “final” 
evaluation.   
  
Interviews and Focus Groups  
We reached out to hub leaders to 
gather a list of possible interview and 
focus group candidates, including 
congregation leaders, young adult 
participants, and hub staff. This 
qualitative data collection resulted in 17 focus groups and 56 interviews, with a total of 113 
participants. The data was conducted either in person or remotely depending on both hub and 
participant preferences. 
 
Document Review and Analysis  
We reviewed the aggregated report from the midpoint evaluation in 2018–2019, conducted by 
the Social Research Lab of the University of Northern Colorado, to determine where there were 
similarities, lessons learned, interventions, and major changes.  
 
We reviewed resources (including websites, interviews, videos, and research reports) provided 
by hubs to gather background information about the hubs and their unique contexts. We did 
not analyze these resources but used them to inform our understanding of each hub’s specific 
context. 

  

331 
completed surveys 

17 
focus groups held 

56 
interviews conducted 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

 
Objective 1: What 
is the overall impact 
of the young adult 
initiative on the life 
and mission of 
congregations and 
the young adults 
they serve? 
 

Findings from both interviews/focus groups and the survey of YAI 
participants indicated that the YAI’s activities have led to an 
authentic investment in the congregational life of young adults, an 
increase in young adult engagement in congregational life, and an 
openness within congregations to positive change. 

 
Community was the number one key contributor to the positive 
impact of the YAI on the life and mission of congregations and the 
young adults they serve. This study helped us learn how community 
is nuanced for hubs and how it serves a variety of purposes. 

 
The primary components of community that made a difference 
were support, belonging, connection, and authenticity. We 
categorized the support described by our interview participants 
into three categories: micro-, meso-, and macro-level support. 

 
Congregations designed spaces to help young adults feel safety, 
love, and belonging. 

 
The young adults discussed how beneficial the YAI connections and 
community were for collaboration, commiseration, celebration of 
victories, and affirmation of each other’s work. 

 
Leaders reported learning the value of providing young adults with 
opportunities for authentic community and connection and the 
necessity of giving them ownership over how that community 
connects. 

 
The YAI gave hubs the opportunity to help congregations develop a 
culture that encourages risk-taking, capitalizes on failures, 
empowers young adults, and supports creative ministry. 

 
The material, emotional, and social support provided by the YAI 
allowed hubs and their young adults to take risks that they 
otherwise would not have taken. 

 
Congregations were encouraged to anticipate failures and learn 
from them. In addition to feeling empowered to try, fail, and learn, 
participants took on new roles, felt emboldened to take charge 
where they once may not have, and honed processes that once 
may have felt daunting. 
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Congregations and young adults were impacted positively by the 
consistency of, and commitment to, gathering for the YAI. 

 
Congregations were reinvigorated by the energy of young adults 
who were deeply engaged with and committed to the YAI. In 
addition to feeling an infusion of energy, congregations noticed an 
impact on how open they are and how they may be changing the 
way they engage in ministry going forward. 

   
While the perceptions mostly align between groups (young adults, 
congregation leaders, hub leaders) more hub leaders said they 
perceive an increase across all measures as compared to 
congregation leaders and young adults.  
 
 

 
Objective 2: What 
is the impact of this 
initiative on the 
religious lives of 
young adults?   
 

When young adults have connected relationships and feel as 
though they belong, they are more encouraged to foster and 
continue their faith journey. Young adults, who felt like they were 
part of something meaningful, began to invest in their faith lives 
within the communities. 
 
Young adults explored their faith and lived out their values through 
activism, purpose work, and “outside the walls” activities that went 
beyond the church. 
 
Young people needed to feel as though they belonged before they 
would fully commit to believing or following faith practices. 
 
When young adults were given leadership roles and allowed to 
shape ministry, they were more likely to stay in the church and 
develop their faith further. 
 
Perhaps one of the most significant findings from both the 
midpoint and this evaluation is that young adults’ faith lives were 
often formed, developed, and lived out beyond the walls of the 
church. 
 
By encouraging young adults to connect with one another and 
share the experience with others in their social circles, the YAI can 
increase the likelihood of event attendance and more easily 
navigate church-related messages. By listening to young adults and 
identifying shared values, congregations can bolster the impact of 
their young adult ministry. 
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The young adults leading congregations’ YAI projects had an 
opportunity to listen to and be of service to others, which gave 
them a feeling of empowerment to create positive social change. 
 
The YAI hubs provided young adults with skills, perceptions, 
language, and openness surrounding the development and journey 
of their faith lives that left them feeling more connected, confident, 
and curious. 
 
The support young adults received from the hubs as they explored 
how to think and talk about faith led to their continued interest in 
theirs (and others’) faith lives. 
 
 
 

Objective 3: How 
has this initiative 
widened 
congregations’ 
understanding and 
assumptions about 
the religious lives of 
young adults?    

The YAI gave hubs and congregations the tools to change the 
ongoing narrative about the religious lives of young adults by 
addressing assumptions, creating channels for deeper 
understanding, acknowledging and responding to differences, and 
encouraging openness to changing how things have been done. 
 
With respect to how congregational perceptions of young adults 
changed, understanding and acceptance were major themes. 
Changing how young adults are thought about and incorporated 
into a congregation is not an expedited process—it requires a 
congregation-wide commitment. 
 
Hubs facilitated activities that helped congregations understand 
diversity among young adults and consider how this diversity 
impacts church engagement.  
 
Through the YAI’s efforts to redefine young adult engagement, 
congregation members learned about intergenerational differences 
and why these differences exist, emphasizing their structural 
nature.  
 
YAI participants built religious connections and developed 
intentional spaces with young adults outside the church walls, 
despite 29% of congregation leaders/staff and young adults still 
agreeing that the primary goal of the YAI was to increase young 
people’s attendance at church services.  
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Clearly, the YAI helped those who work in congregations feel better 
equipped to minister to, and form relationships with, young adults 
in their communities. 
 
Churches were most successful when they focused on encouraging 
young adults to live out their values, creating a sense of connection 
and community that appealed to young adults. 
 
Both young adults and larger congregational communities make 
assumptions about each other, and these assumptions can make it 
difficult to connect. 
 
The shifts in understanding about what it means to meaningfully 
engage with young adults revealed the YAI’s positive impact on 
how leadership has increased their knowledge of young adults. 
 
 

  
Objective 4: How 
have congregations 
grown in their 
relationship with 
young adults?    

When generations found common ground, relationships did grow, 
and it was largely due to an increase in listening and connections 
that were mutual and reciprocal. 
 
Overall, congregations made efforts to listen to young adults and 
understand their interests, building programs and communities 
around them. Through collaborative relationships, congregations 
were better able to serve young adults and integrate them into the 
community. 
 
Without support from higher church leadership, like the pastor, it 
was difficult to build momentum and execute ministry to support 
multigenerational ministry.   
 
Congregations set up young adults to succeed in leadership when 
they viewed the young adults as capable, contributing members 
with ideas worthy of supporting. 
 
The initiative highlighted the diversity of young adults, which 
means that understanding their religious lives isn’t a simple one-
and-done process. 
 
Beyond simply being attentive to and aware of the young adults in 
their community, congregations participating in the YAI shifted how 
they understand success in young adult ministry. 
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The YAI helped older congregation members connect with and 
appreciate young adults in their spaces. These data indicate that 
congregations have had intergenerational seeds planted that, with 
continued watering, will further improve the life of the church. 
 
Despite the positive energy surrounding young adults, much work 
still needs to be done to shift the congregational attitudes at large 
and work through the tension this creates. 
 

  
 

Objective 5: What 
types of 
approaches and 
practices enabled 
the maturing and 
ultimate flourishing 
of those 
relationships?   
  
 

Open-mindedness and authenticity were critical precursors to trust, 
which made young adults feel supported and empowered to try 
new things, including things that might fail. 
 
In addition to facilitating relationships with young adults, churches 
also needed to commit to young adult ministry. Through the YAI, 
many congregations focused less on developing a specific project 
(e.g., updating the young adult room) and more on building and 
maintaining meaningful and reciprocal relationships through 
consistent engagement.  
 
Congregations reported that collaboration between young adults 
and congregations was most effective when congregations 
developed authentic relationships and helped young adults feel 
deeply connected to the ministry. 
 
Young adult ministry was most successful when it focused on 
building and being in community, rather than on a specific activity. 
 
Young adults need to be treated like adults, which meant offering 
leadership opportunities and ownership of their ministry. By 
encouraging young adults to share perspectives and become 
leaders, congregations communicated that young adults belong 
and are valued. 
 
Young adults who had support to navigate church hierarchy and 
process typically felt more supported and successful.  
 
The money provided by the YAI created a willingness to participate 
in and to dream about young adult programming at participating 
congregations.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS  

 
Community 

1. Provide opportunities for young adults to create community. Creating connections and 
building community were the most important parts of participating in the YAI for many 
participants. 

2. Build support structures within a community between individuals, groups, and 
congregations. 

3. Create deeper connection. Celebrate victories, affirm each other’s work, commiserate 
hardship and loss, and collaborate to build commonalities. 

4. Help young adults experience church in different ways, fostering an open and 
consistent community among congregation members of all ages. 

5. Share simple things in one another’s lives, from the mundane to the extraordinary. 
Facilitate these connections among young adults and intergenerationally through the 
congregation.  

6. Create opportunities for community and belonging without the expectation that these 
efforts will directly and immediately intensify young adults’ religious lives.  

7. Demonstrate commitment to young adult ministry by fostering authentic relationships 
with young adults, investing time, investing money, and being open to changing 
existing congregational systems. 
 

Culture 
8. Maintain a flexible, open, and creative approach to young adult ministry programs 

while also continually communicating the overall vision and mission. 
9. Create a culture of learning from failures. Teach how to fail early on to allow for safe 

creative freedom. 
10. Empower people to try new ideas, roles, processes, etc., by giving them the tools, 

means, and authority to iterate when needed.  
11. Embrace a philosophy of trying new models of relationship building and programming, 

without investing too much money early on. Even if what you try “doesn’t work,” the 
experimentation is valuable for learning in the long term and may uncover new ideas.  

12. Teach skills to support the efforts of the initiative that will be transferable to other 
areas of people’s lives. 

13. Continue to commit to the relational work that congregations and the hub have 
undertaken by sustaining current intergenerational and intercongregational 
connections.  

14. Create at least one reliable, consistent event or gathering so that there is a constant 
connection and a place to demonstrate who is “showing up.” 
 

Faith Journey 
15. Meet young adults where they’re at, creating spaces where they feel like they belong. 
16. Design intentional spaces where young adults can ask questions, have conversations, 

and feel safe to be on their faith journey. 
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17. Provide young adults with skills, perceptions, language, and openness surrounding the 
development and journey of their faith lives. 

18. Consider finding ways to collaborate and connect with other organizations within the 
community (e.g., nonprofits and community centers), as these can help provide access 
to new resources and ways of thinking about church. 

19. Develop additional ways to help young adults see faith in action and connect their 
religion to everyday life. 

20. Support activities that help young adults explore their faith and live out their values 
through activism, purpose work, and “outside the walls” activities that go beyond the 
church. 

21. Identify shared values to bolster the impact of young adult ministry and to create a 
connection both inside and outside the church. 

22. Create church-adjacent spaces where young adults can explore their religious and 
spiritual lives, as well as connect with one another, in a new context. 

 
Intergenerational Connections 

23. Model mutual, reciprocal, and intergenerational relationships with young adults. 
24. Acknowledge generational differences in appetite for certain language (e.g., 

dismantling white supremacy) and find the bridge-builders and cultural translators in 
each congregation who can emphasize common ground and help build mutual 
understanding. Do not shy away from uncomfortable, timely conversations.  

25. Continue to develop intergenerational relationships, perhaps by creating congregation-
wide initiatives that benefit all involved or through paired mentorships that can be 
mutually beneficial. 

26. Continue to emphasize empathy, relationship building, and service as fundamental 
aspects of creating a thriving intergenerational church. 

27. Help all generations understand structural factors (e.g., economy, social norms, etc.) 
that impact behaviors to create mutual understanding about how each generation 
responds to social conditions. 

 
Church Leadership 

28. Make sure the initiative is fully supported by church leadership, including the pastor. 
29. Promote consistency within congregation teams when possible, and make sure that 

these teams have support from their pastors and the larger congregation. Incorporate 
a mechanism to check in on these relationships. 

30. Ensure that young adult ministries have the support to continue innovation, despite 
shifts in ministry leadership or congregation leadership (e.g., a new priest or pastor).  

31. Have congregation leaders and/or older church members help young adults navigate 
the church organizationally, so that their ideas have a greater chance of being 
implemented. 
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Listening 
32. Listen to the ideas of young adults. Young adults want ownership over young adult 

ministry. Be flexible and creative with programming to meet their diverse wants and 
needs. Tailoring programs and activities to accommodate the interests of all can be 
challenging but should be a priority.  

33. Encourage congregations to examine and target core values of the particular young 
adults they are trying to serve.  

34. View young adults as full-fledged community members whose perspectives and ideas 
are worthy of being considered and supported by the community.   

35. Lean into empathy when connecting with young adults, including those who seem 
uninterested in church attendance. There is still a possibility of creating mutually 
meaningful relationships.   

36. Elevate the voices of young adults. Often young adult disinvestment in congregations 
results from a lack of voice and place within the church. 
 

Young Adult Leadership 
37. Center young adults in this ministry, listen to their needs, and allow them to take 

leadership roles.  
38. Ensure that young adults feel valued through this ministry; allow them to shape the 

priorities and functions of the ministry.  
39. Think of young adult ministry as an opportunity to empower young adults and align 

church values and resources with community building and service that young adults 
care about.  

40. Safeguard young adults’ representation in leadership, especially in the young adult 
ministry and on relevant boards/committees. Young adults commit (to the best of their 
ability) to congregations that invest in them.  

41. Support the leaders of young adult ministry. Having dedicated leaders, who themselves 
are young adults, is important. To help avoid burnout, resources should be used to pay 
and support young adult ministry leaders.  

 
Frameworks, Programs, and Events 

42. Continue to provide young adults and congregations with the tools necessary to 
succeed in young adult ministry—the design thinking and pivot frameworks were 
particularly useful and transferable. 

43. Consider using the public church framework, which has the power to fundamentally 
change the way congregations view their role in the community and to show young 
adults a way to meaningfully live out their faith.  

44. Adequately staff young adult programming and hire young adults into professional 
leadership positions.  

45. Develop events for young adults that meet them where they are, both geographically 
and religiously. Church is happening for young adults in their communities, not inside a 
specific building. 
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46. Encourage churches to develop frameworks centered around the idea that they should 
engage in meaningful work in the community, which will naturally attract and engage 
young adults who share similar values, especially if the young adults are empowered to 
lead the work. 

 
Other 

47. Envision different relational metrics to gauge the success of a program that go beyond 
attendance. 

48. Maintain collaborative clusters of congregations. When possible, make sure these 
relationships are practical for those involved (e.g., the churches are in physical 
proximity of each other). 

49. Continue to encourage congregations to seek out new populations of young adults, 
without the goal of increasing church membership. 

50. Ensure that those becoming involved in the YAI through their congregations are aware 
of the project’s scope and time commitment. 

51. Accompany the money given to congregations with more hands-on guidance, including 
things like access to speakers or financial coaching. 

52. Use the hub structure to provide organization, motivation, and accountability to 
congregations in their ministry.  

53. Think of success not only in terms of the number of young adults who participate but 
also in the depth of impact on those individuals. 

54. Build evaluation plans into the initiative from the beginning to measure impact 
throughout, adjust efforts to increase impact, and keep the pulse on successes and 
failures that can provide learning opportunities. 
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SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS 
  
This section shows an overview of the 331 people who participated in this survey based on 
general demographic data. Graphs and charts may not add up to 100% due to rounding, or if 
the question was designated as a “select all” option. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Young Adult
31%

Congregation Leader
22%Hub Leader

10%

Hub Staff
12%

Congregational 
Staff
25%

YAI ROLE

18-22
3% 23-29

21%

30-39
32%

40-49
20%

50-59
10%

60-69
12%

70+
2%

AGE

Female
58%

Male
40%

Non-binary
2%

GENDER
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*Among congregation leaders/staff and young adults (259 people) 

Hispanic/Latinx
7%

White
61%

Black
23%

Asian/Pacific 
Islander

5%

Multiple
2%

Other
2%

RACE/ETHNICITY

<1
4%

1-2
7%

3-5
24%

6-10
23%

11-20
18%

21+
21%

not currently part of a congregation
3%

YEARS AT CURRENT CONGREGATION*

Never
5%

1-6 Times a Year
3%

Once a Month
3%
2-3 Times a 

Month
9%

Every Week
57%

More than Once 
a Week

23%

ATTENDANCE AT CHURCH SERVICES*
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**Among congregation leaders/staff (155 people) 

 

 

 
 

Lay Leader
25%

Paid Staff
67%

Not a Leader
8%

LEADERSHIP POSITION IN CONGREGATION**

< 6 months
8%

6 months to a year
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31%
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18%

LENGTH OF PARTICIPATION IN HUB EVENTS

52% 65% 5% 12% 34% 2%

As a volunteer As a member As a nonmember As paid part-time 
staff

As paid full-time 
staff

None of the 
above

How Young Adults and Congregation Leaders/Staff 
Participate within Their Congregation/Church
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***Among young adults (104 people) 
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DATA STORY 
 
Organized by objective, this section tells the story of how the data brought us to the highlights 
and recommendations as outlined previously. Each objective concludes with the data tables 
that reveal the percentage of respondents for each survey answer that pertains to that 
objective. Tables and charts may not add up to 100% due to rounding, or if the question was 
designated as a “select all” option. 
 
 
Objective 1: What is the overall impact of the young adult initiative on the 
life and mission of congregations and the young adults they serve? 
 
Overall, the YAI had a positive and significant impact on the life and mission of congregations 
and the young adults they serve. Findings from both interviews/focus groups and the survey of 
YAI participants indicate that the YAI’s activities led to an authentic investment in the 
congregational life of young adults, an increase in young adult engagement in congregational 
life, and an openness to positive change within congregations. 
 
We identified four main phenomena that emerged as key contributors to the overall positive 
impact in the life and mission of congregations and the young adults they serve. 
 

1. The YAI built intentional communities based on authentic and mutually transformative 
relationships. In fact, the strength, authenticity, and reciprocal nature of relationships 
was often a key metric by which young adults and other leaders measured success.   

2. The YAI helped create a culture that normalized failure and encouraged risk-taking and 
innovation. This culture change led to the development of spaces and process to foster 
taking risks, being creative, and accepting failure.  

3. Participants also shared that shifting their philosophy about programming to focus on 
consistency and togetherness was key to impacting the life and mission of congregations 
and young adults.  

4. In many cases, congregations experienced an infusion of energy from the involvement 
of young adults and noticed a change in the ways they were doing ministry.  

 
Each of these components contributed to lasting changes in ministry and can be leveraged to 
create lasting impact.   
  
Community: Support, Belonging, Connection, Authenticity 
Perhaps the most substantial impact can be summarized in one word: community. Although 
that word may seem simplistic, it is in fact very complex, with a disparate range of meanings, 
qualifications, and perceptions. This study helped us learn how community is nuanced for 
innovation hubs, and how it serves a variety of purposes. The data we collected in our learning 
evaluation helped to shape the YAI’s definition and purpose of community, and to understand 
both why that matters and how to replicate it.  
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Every hub mentioned the benefit and impact of community at some point throughout the 
study. This is not a surprising finding, as building community is a natural objective for this type 
of initiative. What is surprising is why they focused on it, and what it did for them. Key words 
that came up surrounding community were support, belonging, connection, and authenticity.  
 
Support 
Support showed up in many ways, depending on the innovation focus of each hub. The 
following sentiments about support were universal and applicable, regardless of the hub’s 
individual efforts. Support meant collaboration, commiseration, celebration, affirmation, 
strategy, finances, attention, and more. Overall, participants agreed that a supportive 
community was one of mutual investment that they could turn to, rely on, and ask for help.  
 
We categorized the support described by our interview participants into three categories: 
micro-level support, meso-level support, and macro-level support. Micro-level support 
describes relationships between individual people (e.g., a hub leader investing in a young 
adult). Meso-level support describes relationships between groups within each congregation 
(e.g., a group of congregation members supporting the young adults). Macro-level support 
describes relationships between congregations at large (e.g., several congregations in a hub 
learning from one another). 
 
We observed micro-level support among several young adults who shared experiences of 
support from their leaders and peers. This level of support between individuals was essential 
for participants to feel connected to the initiative. The following quotes reflect this level of 
support and its impact. 
 

“I have a relationship with [the hub leader], and that makes a huge difference. 
Because we have that relationship, it’s a different kind of investment. There’s a 

different type of exchange that happened. I’ve seen her kids grow up, you know? 
And that matters at the end of the day. And I know that if [she] asks something 
from me, I can be honest and say yes or no. But [she] also knows me really well, 

too. And so, there is that knowing of each other, that makes a difference.” —
Young Adult 

 
“Those calls have kind of felt [supportive] because we’re doing life together in 
some ways. Even though it’s such a small microcosm—it’s only like one hour a 
week—but there’s sort of that sense. And at the same time, we don’t live close 
to each other. And it’s almost like a support group outside of our life, which is 

helpful in some ways.” —Young Adult 
 

As noted above, meso-level support appeared at the group level. Young adults accessed this 
support by leaning on group support in difficult times, discussing important issues and problem 
solving with the group, or simply enjoying time spent with the group. Meso-level support within 
and between groups helped form networks and a larger sense of community.  
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 “[One positive is] having spontaneous hangout times throughout the week 
where someone’s going to do something, and they’ll message the group, and 
people will get together. It’s not something that has to be planned out by [a 
designated leader] but it’s really the sense of like, ‘Oh, this is my community. 

This is my friendship group who I turn to for help moving or babysitting or 
whatever.’” —Young Adult & Congregation Leader 

 
“We don’t need more programs. That’s not what we need. What we need is 

community love. People that take care of us, people that are concerned that if 
somebody is moving, ‘Okay, there are three of us, four of us, your goal is to help 

this person move.’” —Young Adult & Congregation Leader   

Another example of meso-level of support is congregations’ authentic interest in what the 
young adults were trying to accomplish in the church. 

“Once they actually saw what we were trying to do and our mission and as we 
advocated for it, a lot of the older generations and other ministries in the church 

were like, ‘Hey, how can I help you? How can we assist?’ or ‘Do you mind if I 
even come? I want to know what y’all are talking about.’” —Young Adult   

“I think it also gave the elders in our church a comfort level because the young 
adult, that age -group, that’s the next generation that’s going to be supporting 
the church on the whole. So, bringing those two generations together, you can 

see the excitement, right?"” —Young Adult 

Macro-level support emerged in intercongregational interactions, through which churches 
received support and inspiration as they navigated the grant. These intercongregational 
clusters also helped address diversity, bolstering anti-racism initiatives. Support looks different 
within communities, depending on individuals’ roles and perspectives. Congregations were 
support systems, but they also needed support systems themselves. This macro-level of 
support is where congregations most felt community with one another.  

 “One of the things we did with the second cohort, because it was a lot larger, 
was we clustered them into kind of geographic clusters of three churches each … 

We brought them all to an early retreat and realized that when there’s a 
hundred people in the room, you don’t really make meaningful connections with 

hardly anybody. But if there’s a group of three churches and 12 people that 
you’re going to be that, you know, you’re going to be talking to every couple of 
months for two years, then, you know, and that was really cool. They like the 
level of learning, the level of support, just feeling less isolated.” —Hub Leader  
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Belonging 
Congregations designed spaces to help young adults feel safety, love, and belonging. 
Interviewees believed that designing spaces oriented toward these outcomes would motivate 
young adults to attend events and to invite their friends.   
 
One young adult explained how the YAI provided a safe place where young adults could 
experience real love and feel openness to discuss topics they typically avoided:   

   
“Especially with how our discussions have changed and grown with our small 

Bible study … [young adults] don’t get that kind of conversation anywhere else … 
It’s okay to want to pray … I like to think that they get a safe place of love, of 

real love.” —Young Adult 
 

Congregations were successful when they focused on building community and relationships. 
Fostering meaningful connections for young adults was valued above event attendance. When 
these relationships were not nurtured, it was difficult for young adults to feel welcome.  
 

“Don’t tell us that you brought 20 people into the church. Don’t tell us this kind 
of stuff. Tell us how meaningful connection happened. And the way I talked 
about it in my application … is that people reached out and did something to 

help another person … We had two people move away … and other people went 
to their house and helped them move their stuff. And so, for me, that was a 

meaningful connection that we got out of it. And that’s a success metric that I 
would [focus on].” —Young Adult  

 
“I want [our events] to speak to where they’re at, and I want it to be human … 
that you’re cared for, you’re loved, you belong … I also try to seek people out. 

To make sure that I’m at least saying ‘hello’ to everybody that’s attending. So, all 
of that falls under the umbrella of hospitality. And I think that just knowing that 

you have a place here, I think has been a big draw … The focus is on Jesus, 
ultimately. And that’s the one thing that we all find we have in common with one 

another, our love for Him and our desire to watch and follow.” —Congregation 
Leader   

 
Connection 
The young adults discussed how beneficial the YAI connections and community were for 
collaboration, commiseration, celebration of victories, and affirmation of each other’s work. 
This support from the YAI community helped young adults stay on top of their projects, avoid 
burnout, foster connection to YAI, and find meaning in their work.  
  

“It wasn’t like a bait and switch, you know, that’s not something we encourage 
people to do. It’s really just building community, building trust, building 

relationship, and then sharing life authentically.” —Hub Leader  
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"Now that we’ve kind of built that core group and there’s been that trust 
established and, especially after COVID, like being able to meet regularly again in 

someone’s home where there’s kind of that trust built in because you’re in a 
home and not in a church or somewhere where people might feel more 

vulnerable. I think we’ve been able to have those deeper discussions and, you 
know, people have asked harder questions.” —Young Adult   

 
Many of the young adults empowered by the YAI created intentional communal gatherings, 
giving themselves and their peers opportunities to connect with one another on topics relevant 
to their lives, such as relationships, independence, and financial skills, as well as faith. 
 

“The young adults in our church, we had our own sense of community … 
because you find other people who are kind of like, ‘Hey, this is something that 
I’m interested in. And you’re interested in this too. Let’s see what we can build 

off of that.’” —Young Adult  
  

“There’s something about a space and a group of people that believes in 
something other than what we’re forced to see every day … It’s almost like 

you’re like in a family now.” —Young Adult  
  

“The friendships for me have been invaluable and really sustaining through a 
couple of years that were challenging.” —Young Adult 

  
“I think the highlight was the friendships that were formed and deepened 

through it.” —Young Adult  
  

Authenticity 
These young adult communities also created lasting impacts on congregations’ and individuals’ 
leadership capacity. Leaders reported learning the value of providing young adults with 
opportunities for authentic community and connection and the necessity of giving them 
ownership over how that community connects. To build authentic opportunities to connect, 
leaders couldn’t just rely on the programming they’ve always done. 
 

“Young adults are searching for authenticity, and they can see through 
falsehood. And so, they can also see-through artificial fakeness that can 

sometimes come with ministry. So just really being pure with your intentions 
towards young adults is important because they’re searching for truth.” —Young 

Adult   
 

“I think in the three years that we were part of it the overwhelming thing that 
made the biggest impact for people I think was just presence. So, I think when 

we opened up spaces to be able to really get to know each other, to hear each 
other’s stories, to support each other as well, I think that was helpful, you know, 

again, because we were there for three years, we were able to really build on 
each year.” —Young Adult  
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The value of authentic relationships was a theme throughout evaluation. Beyond the 
relationships built among the young adults, relationships between young adults and older 
adults or congregation leaders were key to people feeling like the program impacted 
congregations in a larger way. Listening in an empathetic and nonjudgmental way with the goal 
of learning was one tool that was especially powerful in helping relationships develop. 
 

“I went all in on the empathetic listening part of the design process so that they 
actually knew their neighbors and actually were more informed about their felt 
needs rather than guessing and designing a huge swanky project and dumping 
money into it without really listening to each other.” —Congregation Leader  

 
Culture: Safety and Risk, Failure and Learning, Empowerment and Creativity 
The YAI gave hubs the opportunity to help congregations develop a culture that encourages 
risk-taking, capitalizes on failures, empowers young adults, and supports creative ministry. 
Participants reported that they felt safe to be themselves, try things, and learn. This 
encouraged innovation, empowering ministries to take chances, learn from failure, and develop 
more authentic and creative spaces. Innovation requires these conditions, and a shift in 
congregational culture was essential for making sure those conditions could be fostered.  
 
Safety and Risk 
The material, emotional, and social support provided by the YAI allowed hubs and their 
young adults to take risks that they otherwise would not have taken. Flexibility in vision 
casting, planning, and executing events helped participants grow in their understanding of 
young adult ministry and made them more comfortable expanding the ways that they serve this 
population.  

 
“Having things being unstructured gives you a creative freedom to put your 

projects in action.” —Young Adult 
 

“I have loved the creativity. And the way that they’ve been able to bring 
everyone involved together to talk about what we’re doing in our own 

communities. And get ideas and resources from each other.” —Young Adult 
 

“Just be more flexible and be easygoing. And have a goal in mind, so you know if 
you hit that goal or not. Be willing to let it go. Or be willing to change that goal, 
too, if you see something better coming out of it. I really liked that about this 

whole process. And I think that [we] are slowly changing the way we do ministry 
to be a little bit more spontaneous. A little bit more forgiving of ourselves and 

the programs.” —Congregation Leader 
 

“I really appreciated the flexibility and the encouragement to just keep trying 
things. And if it was on our official proposal, that was great. If it wasn’t, we just 

needed to tell [hub leadership] about how we’re changing things up in what 
we’re doing.” —Congregation Leader  
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Failure and Learning 
Congregations were encouraged to anticipate failures and learn from them. If an event did 
not succeed, they were able to grow from the experience and work toward more effective 
ministry. Instead of shutting down, they learned to pivot—they changed directions and tried 
again. 
 

“You got to start somewhere. And if you just spend a lot of time overthinking it 
or planning … it can kind of be the death of the ministry … Even if your first event 

is a flop, at least you started somewhere and you can just go from there … I 
would say, just go for it and then learn from what fails.”  

—Young Adult  
 

“This project has taught me a lot about letting go.” —Young Adult 
 

“When you’ve pivoted before, it becomes easier to pivot again. And so there 
were pivots that we had to make during that first period of time. So then when 
the pandemic hit, it was kind of like, okay, pivot again. What do we pivot? How 
do we pivot? What do we think about? And one of our most successful events 

was fully virtual.” —Congregation Leader 
 

“I think one of the things I would tell [a congregation wanting to be part of the 
YAI] is to not be afraid to explore every area of their imagination when it comes 

to their innovative abilities … not be confined to what we tend to think of as 
church, to just open your mind … God is not confined to the sanctuary of the 

church. And so, I think that I would probably just tell them to … just go wild with 
what you think and what you can imagine and put it out there and see what 

comes.” —Congregation Leader 
 

Empowerment and Creativity  
In addition to feeling empowered to try, fail, and learn, participants took on new roles, felt 
emboldened to take charge where they once may not have, and honed processes that once 
may have felt daunting.  

 
“[The initiative] created an opportunity for us to place even more intentional 
focus on how we are reaching out to work with the young adults that we did 

have in our congregation at the time. And I wouldn’t say that we weren’t trying 
to do something before, but I think it created the focus that allowed us to 

deepen our understanding of their experience to deepen our relationships, our 
connections probably most importantly with them, and allow for space to feel, 

and I think have more voice. Just thinking back over, especially in the first couple 
of years, the feedback that we got after some of the more initial transformation 
efforts, they felt more empowered. They felt like their voice mattered more.” 

—Congregation Leader  
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“We try to have an attitude of try enough stuff that a bunch of it fails and some 

of it works and, and iterate, iterate quickly. Think about things from the 
perspective of the person who actually might engage, which is so often I think 
when we do the kind of post-mortem on something that didn’t work well, it’s 

just like, yeah … So that has just been really helpful and is kind of baked into how 
we try to think about a lot of the design stuff, how we try to think about how 
we’re doing all sorts of things as a congregation, and is very often, not always, 
but very often the thing after the fact that we’re like, oh yeah, design thinking 

explains at least part of why this didn’t work. Right. It’s not everything, but part 
of why this didn’t work the way we hoped.” —Congregation Leader  

 
“The designing was something that we used and continued to use and 

incorporated into our church as well. So it was the coming up with an idea, but 
also evaluating, and we’ve always left the evaluation part out and not making 
adjustments. And that’s the one thing that I think I’ve learned the most is if it 

doesn’t work, why are we still doing it? Before, it was like, ‘It’s working, we just 
need to give it a lot more time.’ But now we’re like, ‘What isn’t working?’ and 

getting feedback from people. Just saying, ‘Okay, this isn’t working. Why are we 
still doing it?’ and just being okay with that didn’t work, and we’re going to try 
it a different way, I think that’s the thing that was the most important and also 

kind of became, is becoming more of a way of ministry for us as well.” —
Congregation Leader 

  
“I think it was a really valued experience personally and for our congregation to 

do. If nothing else, we have those skills we learned, and our mindset has shifted 
into that way. It’s a lens we can put on to everything we do now.” —Young Adult   
 

Another level of empowerment was how young adults found their place in leadership. 
Participants learned the value of providing young adults with opportunities for leading and 
owning pieces of the initiative. Fully 87% of survey participants agreed that the YAI has revealed 
that it is important for young adults to have a clear role to play in their congregation.  

“The biggest payoff for the whole thing was, in fact, young adult leadership 
development. That shouldn’t have surprised me, but I never built that in; I’d 

never built that in as a goal. That’s idiotic that I didn’t do that, but I don’t know. 
But that was a very clear payoff. And that was pretty widespread that young 

adults they did, in fact, begin to see themselves as agents of change and agents 
of leadership in their own congregations and in their communities.” —Hub 

Leader 

“Really what you find out is the kids that you put in charge of stuff. Those are 
the lives that got changed.” —Congregation Leader 
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“I think going through the coaching process gave me a greater sense of 
confidence that the ideas that I had might actually have value in other places. 

And I think that affirmed my voice, which oftentimes feels like … I’m an outsider 
in church circles, even the ones that I’m ridiculously enmeshed in.” —Young 

Adult 

“People ultimately won’t cherish something that they don’t feel like they own, 
that they’ve put their effort in. So to integrate them more into the planning and, 

you know, into the responsibilities as well.”  
—Young Adult & Congregation Leader   

    
Not only did this experience empower young adults to lead within their congregational 
ministries, but they were also empowered to pursue leadership roles in other areas of their 
lives. For example, young adult leaders started small businesses, began ministries of their own, 
joined the seminary, or used what they had learned to become coaches in other contexts. 
 
Consistency: Commitment and Togetherness 
Congregations and young adults were impacted positively by the consistency of, and 
commitment to, gathering for the YAI. Regular gatherings, events, and programming helped 
young adults, particularly those who worked on the initiative, feel as though they had 
something to belong to and could rely on. Despite the fluctuating responsibilities and transient 
nature of the lives of young adults, they valued the togetherness, reliability, and predictability 
that they felt from the YAI programming and events.  Sometimes it was enough for people to 
just show up.   
 

“It was always nice to go to those gatherings and see the same faces … [One girl] 
and I were there from the very beginning and saw it through to the end, for the 

most part. We would see each other every time. And we both had multiple 
children throughout the initiative. It was like, ‘Oh, you’re pregnant again. Oh, 

your son just turned one.’ It was cool to see, to have that community, and kind 
of have someone who was going through the same stuff … just having that space 

to vent and laugh and share experience was really valuable.” —Young Adult  
   

“I think it’s the same thing that works in every ministry is leadership 
commitment. I’ve been committed to showing up every time, even when I 

didn’t want to. I’m sick of this Bible study, but I show up. I’m a leader. I show 
up.” —Young Adult  

 
Groups that met regularly developed more trust, safety, cohesion, which allowed for 
deeper connection, meaning, and belonging. 
 

“There’s an order of the way we do things, like decency and order when we go. 
We check in: ‘Hey, how are you? Oh, okay. How are you? What do you find 

meaningful? What are your joys and sorrows this week?’ And then there’s times 
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where we just go rogue. And that’s the beauty—why it has become so 
meaningful … One of the last conversations we had is: Why are young adults 

broke? Why are we not having children?” —Young Adult  
  

“I think that was one of the things that I liked about the gathering was it was 
very intergenerational. And it wasn’t a large group that came faithfully, but it 

was a consistent group that came faithfully. And that’s one of the things that I’ve 
come to realize is really important in a community is consistency of showing 

up. You may not be feeling good. You may be in a crappy place or whatever. But 
show up. Show up and check in.” —Congregation Leader 

 
In addition to consistency and commitment, the variety of events and gatherings showed young 
adults that their interests mattered. Congregations were most successful when they listened to 
young adults and came to understand how they wanted to engage with church. The resulting 
events and gatherings were unique and creative—they captured the attention of young adults 
and reintroduced them to church from a new perspective. In addition to serving the needs of 
young adults, this innovative ministry also tried to engage the broader community, situating 
young adults within the broader congregation and allowing for meaningful connection. Setting 
the scene and making sure everyone felt welcome made a huge impact on young adults as well 
as the broader community.  

  
“A lot of times within events that are catered towards young adults, it’s always 

around alcohol or food, which are very successful at bringing people in. But 
sometimes people are looking for something different … [We had an] event 

where we did a cooking class, and that was really successful just because it was 
unique … I think just having something unique and new and engaging, that used 

your hands. It was very hands-on.” —Young Adult  
 

“For many of the local church members [on the leadership team] that attended, 
[hub events] really helped them to get a scope of young adult ministry and being 

innovative beyond what we practice in the local church. So oftentimes you get 
kind of zeroed in on the programming nuts and bolts and just surviving week to 

week, but really it helped us have a grander vision and a more missional 
approach with a valid assessment of our needs and an opportunity to hear and 

listen as opposed to just produce and program.” —Congregation Leader  
  

“The community, I think, has more buy-in and wants to engage more because 
they see not only just the leaders being involved, but they have opportunities 
where we invite them in to do worship, when all the unrest was happening to 

come alongside of us to stand up for justice, where there are prayer nights and 
just fun activities in general as well.” —Congregation Leader  

 
“We had people come out and help us clean it up and that was even like, it 

wasn’t part of the project, but it kind of was. We had older adults and young 
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adults serving alongside each other. And that was really cool during COVID time 
when it was a lot harder to gather together. And then that space not only 

became the place that we were able to use for our young adult gatherings, but it 
was also a place where we could do outdoor concerts. And so, I think that made 
me really excited to be able to have that space. So, I think it changed how we 
imagined what we could do. But I think from the beginning, we had a lot of 

energy around leveraging our spaces and how we could use those better. I think 
for us at least, we really strayed away from programs and really leaned pretty 
heavy on like spaces and what it could mean for the community as like a long-

term impact.” —Congregation Leader & Young Adult  
 

Congregational Impact: Energy and Ministry Practices 
Energy 
Congregations were reinvigorated by the energy of young adults who were deeply engaged 
with and committed to the YAI. Giving young adults leadership positions empowered young 
adults to adopt a spirit of co-responsibility for their congregations, a spirit that renewed other 
leaders’ passion for their work. In many ways, the efforts of young adults were inspiring for 
other leaders and gave them hope about the future of their young adult ministries. 

 
“It’s been fabulous for our church, first of all. And actually, for one other church, 

because the young adults between the two churches have sort of blended 
together very nicely.” —Congregation Leader 

 
“Some of [these young adult leaders] grew up in this church, and I never would 
have thought of them as people that would get excited about this kind of thing, 
but they did. And all of the sudden this team emerged: a completely different 
group of young people with a completely different focus. And again, it just is 

vibrant.” —Congregation Leader 
 

“I would estimate there’s going to be maybe 10 people [at the event this 
Saturday]. To me, that’s great because there’s going to be an energy and 

connection. And that energy is going to bleed into the parish. I don’t think it’s a 
matter of how many people participate or even how much money you spent, or 
how many activities you had. But it’s more of a narrative thing almost. What are 
the connections being made, and are these valuable to your young adults? And 

are the young adults valuable to the church?” —Congregation Leader 
 

“I think another huge one is in the area of congregations and seeing 
congregational culture change toward that intergenerational missional focus 

has been really beautiful. And also, with congregations, seeing pastors co-
shepherd the community together with one another and care for one another 

and creating spaces for pastors who have been isolated, lonely, and having 
challenges to be able to connect well with one another. I think that’s been a 

huge win.” —Hub Leader 
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“To see the congregations and see how important each one of them is to our 

community and then to see the pastors and the young adults understand that 
they are a vital part of what God is doing in this community versus each 

congregation seeing themselves as their individual silo that meets it, then 
needs to address all of these different issues that are going on in the community. 
I mean, I think that’s been a beautiful brush right there to be able to look around 
and say, ‘I’ve got brothers and sisters in Christ; we are all on a journey.’ To try to 
point people towards Jesus in a way that I don’t have to feel like I’m the only one 

that has to do that to get this together.” —Congregation Leader 
 

Ministry Practices 
In addition to an infusion of energy, congregations noticed an impact on how open they are 
and how they may be changing the way they engage in ministry going forward.  
 
Most congregation leaders/staff and young adults (68%) reported that their congregation is 
better able to design and execute ministry that supports young adults now than it was before 
participating in the YAI. Most congregation leaders/staff and hub leaders/staff (75%) reported 
that they learned things from other members of the YAI that have directly impacted their 
approach to young adult ministry overall. 
   

“As a church, we wanted to kind of kickstart a college-age ministry. And so, we 
were able to bring in an intern who came out of our high school youth group and 

really had a heart for that ministry and were able to use funds to kind of 
subsidize the startup of that. And that’s been just a huge success over the last 

year. And yeah, like everyone said throughout 2020 and everything, without the 
funds from YAI, I’m not sure we would have been able to do that in the same 

capacity. So that was great last summer, and it’s had lasting impact.” —Young 
Adult & Congregation Leader    

 
“It was cool to see how people congregate in their own way. And that even gave 

us some ideas on how we can make things better within our church. And, you 
know, and not just stick to the old traditional ways of doing things.”   

—Young Adult  
 
As one young adult, who is also a congregation leader, said, “One just really concrete [success] 
is that the ministry has existed after YAI stopped.” Another young adult congregation leader 
put it, “We’ve become kind of like the engine, little by little, of the church.” 
 
Overall Impact and Survey Results 
All three groups were asked for their perceptions of how their congregations were impacted by 
the YAI, including the number of young adults participating in the congregation, the investment 
of young adults in church life, intergenerational relationships, and the congregation’s openness 
to trying new things. The tables below demonstrate how these compare between groups. 
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While the perceptions largely align between groups, more hub leaders say they perceive an 
increase across all measures as compared to congregation leaders and young adults.  
 

 = Congregation Leaders/Staff  = Young Adults    = Hub Leaders/Staff 
 Answered 

By 
Stayed the 

Same  Increased  

The number of young adults participating in congregational (church) life has…  40%  56%  

The number of young adults participating in congregational (church) life has…   43%  50%  

The number of young adults participating in congregational (church) life has…  
 

39%  49%  

The investment of young adults in congregation (church) life has…   19%  79%  

The investment of young adults in congregation (church) life has…   34%  61%  

The investment of young adults in congregation (church) life has…  
 

34%  57%  

My congregation’s (church’s) intergenerational relationships have…   26%  72%  

My congregation’s (church’s) intergenerational relationships have…  36%  61%  

My congregation’s (church’s) intergenerational relationships have…  
 

47%  51%  

My congregation’s (church’s) openness to trying new things has…   22%  78%  

My congregation’s (church’s) openness to trying new things has…   25%  74%  

My congregation’s (church’s) openness to trying new things has…  
 

26%  71%  

   
All Leadership (Both Hub Leaders/Staff and Congregation Leaders/Staff)   
Leaders, both at the congregations and the hubs, continued to see the long-term value of the 
YAI. They felt strongly that the education and thought processes encouraged by the YAI led to 
successful outcomes. Specifically, 90% of leadership agreed that the YAI sparked creativity 
through education about young adult spirituality/faith, and 94% agreed that the YAI 
encouraged fresh thinking through congregational relationship building. Furthermore, 79% 
agreed that the YAI facilitated collaborative efforts between congregations that did not exist 
previously.  
 
Leaders also believed that the YAI was not a static, one-off project. Three-fourths (75%) of 
leadership said that there is high potential to sustain the strategies created through the YAI 
over time, and nearly the same percentage (73%) said that ministry efforts could sustain after 
their participation in the YAI. This likely means that the YAI will continue to impact 
congregations beyond the confines of the project.  

   
“It feels like a huge gift though, doesn’t it? I mean, because now, now there’s 
kind of this fluid vision that, that is different than maybe what churches have 
experienced in the past … We can do a lot with this if this is our mindset, we 

could do a lot with that wherever we’re going.”  —Congregation Leader  
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Hub Leaders/Staff   
Almost all (90%) hub leaders/staff agreed that the YAI has been an effective use of time, 
money, and other resources—56% agreed that the number of young adults participating in 
congregational life has increased (40% said it stayed the same), 78% agreed that congregations’ 
openness to trying new things has increased, and 82% agreed that the congregation leaders 
participating in the YAI have developed new leadership skills.   
  
Although 79% of the hub leaders and staff agreed that the YAI is well funded, under half (46%) 
agreed that the congregational teams participating in the YAI spent a significant amount of time 
planning for sustainability beyond the grant period. So, while hub leaders largely believed that 
the YAI was well designed and was effective overall; they had less confidence that the 
congregations will be able to sustain their progress without financial support. 
  
Congregation Leaders/Staff   
Congregation leaders and staff were mixed about the success of their congregation’s 
experimental ministry with young adults. While most (78%) rated the success as good, very 
good, or excellent, 21% said it was only fair or poor.  
 
A full 86% of congregation leaders agreed that aside from financial support, participation in the 
YAI was worth their time. Of that group, 45% strongly agreed. Indeed, according to 
congregation leaders and staff, participating in the YAI improved the ministry overall and 
improved them personally.  
  
Congregation leaders and staff saw positive outcomes for their congregation in both YAI-related 
activities and other areas of ministry: 85% said that leadership’s overall approach to ministry 
was positively impacted by their participation in the YAI, 77% agreed that the relationships, 
learning, and resources from the YAI helped to refine their congregation’s initiative in 
important ways, and 69% agreed that the YAI has strengthened other ministry areas of their 
congregation. Fewer (59%) congregation leaders and staff agreed that the lessons they learned 
from the YAI informed ministry practice throughout their congregation, but an additional 32% 
were neutral about whether this was true.   
  
Regarding their own leadership, 67% of congregation leaders agreed that the YAI influenced the 
leadership style and capacity of pastors in a positive way, and 75% agreed that they are more 
confident in their ability to support young adults than they were five years ago. Congregation 
leaders and staff who cited high rates of individual improvement highlighted that participating 
in the YAI is an endeavor that requires individual time, attention, and dedication. It is likely that 
those who invest the most in the program feel its benefits most significantly. 
 

“So I’ve been involved in this since the beginning. Basically, it has meant a great 
deal to us, really helped us to do some great things and look at young adult 

ministry in a different way, to pull you out of a box and think of new strategies 
and new ways to minister.”  —Congregation Leader  
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Congregation leaders and staff generally felt positively in terms of program sustainability: 65% 
of congregation leaders and staff said that when the YAI was over, their congregation had the 
financial resources it needed to sustain the ministry they developed, and 72% said they had the 
nonfinancial resources (e.g., knowledge, leadership skills, etc.) to do the same.  
 
Young Adults   
The midpoint evaluation in 2018–2019 revealed some discrepancies between the various 
stakeholder/participants in the YAI. The most notable gap was between hub leaders and young 
adults, likely due to the disconnect between the function of the hub leaders and staff and those 
the YAI is supposed to serve. A similar gap exists in this data between hub leaders and young 
adults.    
   
Additionally, while 85% of congregation leaders said they’ve seen a positive impact on the 
overall approach to ministry, only 57% of young adults agreed (and 36% were neutral) that they 
have seen a positive change in the way that pastors interact with and talk about young adults.   
   
In terms of improvement, 61% of young adults agreed that their congregation is better able to 
design and execute ministry that supports young adults now than it was before participating in 
the YAI, and 28% were neutral about that fact. Comparatively, 72% of congregation leaders 
agreed with this statement. In most cases, young adults agreed less often than leadership 
about the positive impacts of participating in the YAI, which reflects the trends throughout 
the duration of the YAI.  
   
Learnings from 2018–2019 Study     

% Young Adults 
agree  

% Congregation 
Leaders agree  

% Congregants 
agree  

% Hub Leaders 
agree  

The team from my congregation is doing work 
that is being integrated into the life of our 
congregation.    

74% 77% 71% 77% 

Participating in the innovation hub is positively 
impacting my congregation’s overall approach to 
ministry.    

72% 80% 75% 93% 

Participating in the innovation hub is positively 
impacting my congregation’s overall approach to 
ministry.    

74% 86% 82% 93% 
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Data Tables: 2022 Survey Questions  
 = Congregation Leaders/Staff  = Young Adults    = Hub Leaders/Staff 

 Answered 
By 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 
Our congregation’s overall approach to ministry 
was is positively impacted by our participation in 
the YAI.  1% 2% 13% 57% 28% 

My congregation’s innovation for young adults is 
better and more effective because of the networks 
and learning opportunities facilitated by the YAI.   1% 2% 24% 45% 28% 

Our congregation is better able to design and 
execute ministry that supports young adults now 
than it was before participating in the YAI.    

4% 7% 22% 49% 19% 

The lessons we learned from the YAI informed 
practice throughout our congregation.  1% 8% 32% 45% 15% 

The YAI has strengthened other ministry areas of 
our congregation.  1% 5% 25% 52% 17% 

In general, the congregation leaders participating in 
the YAI have developed new leadership skills.  1% 3% 14% 44% 38% 

I have learned things from other members of the 
YAI that have directly impacted my approach to 
young adult ministry.   1% 7% 18% 44% 31% 

When the YAI was over, my congregation had the 
nonfinancial resources (e.g., knowledge, leadership 
skills, etc.) it needed to sustain the ministry we 
developed. 

 1% 12% 23% 52% 13% 

There is a high potential to sustain overall 
strategies created through the YAI over time.    3% 5% 17% 51% 25% 

The YAI has facilitated collaborative efforts 
between congregations that did not exist 
previously.   1% 5% 15% 41% 38% 

Whenever a congregation in the YAI learns 
something, that knowledge is distributed to the 
rest of the congregations.   1% 12% 31% 38% 17% 

 

  Poor Fair Good Very 
Good Excellent 

Overall, I would rate the success of my congregation’s 
experimental ministry with young adults as…  2% 19% 30% 32% 16% 
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Objective 2: What is the impact of this initiative on the religious lives of 
young adults? 
 
One of the traditional goals of young adult ministry is to strengthen the religious lives of the 
young adults involved; 65% of young adults agreed that their religious lives were strengthened 
as a result of their participation in the YAI. Most participants also agreed that as a result of the 
YAI, their congregation does a better job of supporting the spiritual/faith lives of young adults 
than it did a couple of years ago: 60% of young adults and 68% of congregation leaders agreed 
or strongly agreed with this statement. However, learning details of the specific impact on the 
religious lives of young adults was a difficult part of the evaluation. Most participants could not 
articulate the impact of the initiative on the religious lives of young adults, or even indicate if 
there was an impact, but they could identify that young adults were building necessary 
relationships to develop their faith and finding ways to live their faith outside traditional 
structures. 
 
Themes for this objective include a noted relationship between open support of faith as a 
journey and a positive impact on the faith lives of young adults. When young adults have 
connected relationships and feel as though they belong, they are more encouraged to foster 
and continue their faith journey. Young adults who felt like they were part of something 
meaningful began to invest in their faith lives within those communities.  
 
Young adults explored their faith and lived out their values through activism, purpose- work, 
and “outside the walls” activities that went beyond the church. Hubs supported these efforts 
with intentional programming and support structures for young adults to unravel how their 
faith lives and personal lives intertwined. This was a key finding in the 2019 assessment as well. 
Additionally, some ways the YAI impacted the faith lives of young adults were by helping them 
develop perceptions about their faith journey, giving them language to share with others about 
their faith, and fostering an openness to learn more about faith. 
 
Relationships: Open Support of Faith as a Journey 
Based on their experiences throughout the YAI, each group weighed in on what factors 
influenced the spiritual/faith development of young adults. The table below shows the 
breakdown. 

 

Family Peers Friends Older members Coaches/mentors
All 70% 89% 88% 50% 65%
Congregation Leaders/Staff 70% 90% 87% 50% 65%
Hub Leaders/Staff 67% 90% 78% 57% 78%
Young Adults 71% 89% 95% 45% 58%

Which are factors in young adult spiritual/faith 
development?
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Unsurprisingly, friends, peers, and family influenced young adults in their spiritual/faith 
development. Leadership agreed at a higher rate than young adults that older members and 
coaches/mentors influenced their spiritual/faith lives.  
 
The importance of relationships in young adult ministry is emphasized by the survey responses. 
All four of the resources most often indicated to be important to young people’s 
spirituality/faith development were relational: peers, positive relationships, gathering, and 
mentorship. The spiritual/faith practice that was indicated as most important for young adults 
was conversation. Although the data do not provide a full picture of the YAI’s impact on young 
adults’ religious lives, they do indicate that this impact is facilitated by relationship building.   
 
Though young adults may not be drawn into church membership, several congregations were 
successful in supporting young adults and bringing them into relationship with congregations. 
In short, young adults needed to feel as though they belonged before they would fully 
commit to believing or following faith practices. 
  

“The outcome I was looking for was connected humans. And so, everything that 
I did in the programs—that we did it at my church—was, ‘Does another person 
talk to another person? Does another person care about another person?’ And I 

go back to our theology when I think about this, ‘cause we are not recruiters. 
And so, for me, it was not about recruiting people into the faith. It was about 

making sure that people experienced Christ-centered relationships, whether or 
not they knew they were in Christ-centered relationship.” —Young Adult 

Congregation Leader  
  
“This is kind of an interesting preface, but … I’ve become an atheist and a nihilist. 
[I’m a] very, very strange person to be part of the YAI. But [leadership] was like, 

‘Yeah, you have a place here,’ which I’m really grateful for.” —Young Adult  
 

 “Spirituality is important to all of us [young adults] … It’s important to me, but 
it’s on my terms. Which [my connection to hub activities], I would say feeds like 

maybe 50, 75% of it.” —Young Adult  
 

“And it’s like, we’ll create our own community. We’ll create our own space. I 
think what churches offer is resources, but I don’t think our generation is willing 

to compromise on our values. We’ll just try to create our own. But I think our 
generation is also struggling, like I said, to find community—find consistent 

community, find roots. Because so much of our world is topsy-turvy right now. 
So yeah, I think having really honest conversation spaces, and being willing to 

actually be in it together.” —Young Adult  
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In some cases, young people felt that congregations invested in them by giving them leadership 
roles and allowing them to shape the ministry. When this was the case, young adults shared 
that they were more likely to stay in the church and develop their faith further.  
 

“That for me was the tipping point for me to say, ‘I want to stay in this church 
because they’ve invested so much in me.’ And now, I’m one of the associate 

pastors here. So, it does work. It does.” —Young Adult & Congregation Leader   
   

“We currently all started as young adults; we all come from seminary. But now 
we all lead in some capacity at the church. That’s a success. Now seeing that 

will bring more into it because of what God has been doing through us, bringing 
more people in. That’s a success as well.” —Young Adult & Congregation Leader   
 

A congregation leader emphasized that the projects and events hosted by their congregation 
affected faith lives through a sense of shared experience and shared growth. These events 
allowed young adults to experience God’s love and beauty through the shared community and 
relationship building.    

   
“Our faith is relational. I think whether people are aware or not, it’s still like our 
faith is being communicated in all of these events, right? The fact that God’s love 

is being present to us when two or more are gathered in His name. The 
opportunity to just share and talk. It’s from building those relationships, then 

that we can dive into deeper things … I don’t think that the faith is passed on by 
necessarily going to a lecture. I think it definitely helps, but I think it’s, first and 

foremost, a relationship. It’s an encounter with beauty.” —Congregation Leader   
 

As shown in the table, most survey respondents reported that peers, positive relationships, and 
gatherings were important resources for young people’s spiritual/faith development. By 
encouraging young adults to connect with one another and share the experience with others in 
their social circles, the YAI can increase the likelihood of event attendance and more easily 
navigate church-related messages.  

  
“I mean, you can find community in many different places, but that innovation in 
a church context is it’s like a, it’s a deep community … In the best cases, you can 
peel back like the facades of stigma and even shame. And I mean, those are kind 

of heavy examples, but you can peel back those layers and be people, be 
followers of Christ together. And when you can get to that deep level, which I 

think is what innovation in a church context is trying to get to, that deep 
community that is lacking in so many of our lives elsewhere.”  —Young Adult   

  
“Sometimes it can be very difficult to get some of our young adults to participate 
in very church-related stuff outside of what they’re already interested in. And a 
lot of our young adults have expressed like, you know, that they look more so 

for community.” —Young Adult 
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“[Young adults] don’t want a lot of programs. They don’t want a lot of programs 

designed for them. They just want community and space. And a part of that 
community, they want safe space to be themselves. You know, we have persons 
in our congregations that are bi or lesbian or LGBTQ. They don’t always feel safe  
… but they, you know, they want to be a part of the church. But they just need 
community so that they can be able to identify, be able to be amongst persons 

that will accept them for who they are.” —Young Adult  
  

“Young adults really hate to just like show up to a place where, ‘Well, I don’t 
know I’m going to like the people there. I don’t know if I’m going to relate to the 

people there. I don’t know if I’m going to find new friends. I don’t know.’ 
Because in the world that we live in at this point, it’s hard to find friends … but 

just finding people that are with like mind. And once you start to include the 
gospels, once you start to include a church. And I mean, talking about the word 

church, you know, a lot of young adults are kind of shying away because ‘Oh, 
church, this, and I’m used to my parents saying this about church. And if … this is 
about church, then I’m not worthy to go, or I’m not worthy to do this.’” —Young 

Adult  
  

“I didn’t know that I needed something like that in my life until I became more 
involved in it. [My sibling] would always invite me and be like, ‘Come on. You 

know you should come.’ And I’m so grateful that you guys will never stop asking 
me to come. I believe it was maybe a Monday or Wednesday, but I finally 

decided to come and you know, that was so impactful on my life. And I think 
ever since then my prayers within, my intimate time with God, has gotten so 

much stronger. And I think, those times where like prayer, like even Friday 
nights, it’s where I’ve been able to hear a lot more from God.”  

—Young Adult  
  

“I think the way that you are going to do any kind of ministry well is to have 
good relationships.” —Young Adult  

  
“This is a space where I can be kind to people, you know? I don’t have to have 

this guard up all the time. I can be myself. And I think that’s definitely something 
that God calls us to do, to have that community with people and be kind to one 
another and love each other, you know? And I think that’s definitely something 

that the [hub] has. It’s like love for one another. And I think when there are 
newcomers, and you can share that experience with them. ’Cause you’ve had 

that love shown to you.” —Young Adult  
  

“I think that huge win definitely is with the young adults themselves. I mean, 
young adults becoming new into the faith, young adults getting more involved 

with the life of the church, the influence on young adults’ lives here, we are 
eternally grateful.” —Hub Leader  
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“I would say that was a good experience in itself, just being on the ground and 
being able to hear from individuals who are in my age-group. The home church 
that I attended, it’s mostly grownups, and that was a different mindset [from] 

my life experiences. Being able to hear from other people that I go through the 
same struggles or [we are] going through the same journeys of trying to find 
our way as adults, more than anything.  I think that’s a safe space that we can 

have.” —Young Adult  
  

Despite only 45% of young adults saying that older members are a factor in the spiritual/faith 
development of young adults, 60% of young adults agreed that they are in more meaningful 
relationships with older adults that inform their spirituality/faith than they were five years ago. 
 
Outside: Ministry Beyond the Church 
One of the most significant findings from both the midpoint and this evaluation is that young 
adults’ faith lives were often formed, developed, and lived out beyond the walls of the 
church. For example, many young adults expressed that they feel more connected to God when 
participating in activism, acts of service, and community engagement. Often, these 
nontraditional outside activities led to deeper connections with a faith community, and the two 
remain intrinsically linked.  
 

“Because [some young adults] had bad experiences [in church] in the past … To 
say, ‘These people are never going to be in the church’ … it kind of bursts 

people’s bubble … Because for some of these projects that is true. These people 
will never be your typical congregants. And the continued expectation of that 

will only be tension in the project.”—Hub Leader 
 

“I think that a lot of young adults, and they’re not alone in this, have some pretty 
set ideas about what happens at church, and what church people are like, and 
what you do at church. And what’s okay and what’s not. And all of that is very 
off-putting to them. And so, I think to try to do some things that are against 

type, you know, against the stereotype is important.” —Hub Leader 
 

“I think for a lot of our young adults, it’s that community aspect and it’s 
something fun to do where they’re comfortable and they know people. And our 
group really loves games, and so, it’s the activity, the shared activity together, 

same with the escape room, like working together, being able to see people and 
have like a cheap, fun experience that’s close to home and that they’re going to 
be able to get home early for if they have work the next morning. Yeah, ‘cause I 

think a lot of our young adults either don’t have a good Christian community 
outside of our group or they just don’t get to see a lot of people anyway.” —

Young Adult  
 

Young adults believe that activities outside the church can be faith/spiritual practices. Survey 
respondents confirmed the significance of these approaches—most selected activism (54%) and 
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service (64%) as important faith/spiritual practices among young adults. By listening to young 
adults and identifying shared values, congregations can bolster the impact of their young 
adult ministry.  
  

“Then a second thing that we had was more of a, like a community event and we 
call it a Young, Gifted, and Black. And we had a young adult panel of young adult 
organizers and there in the city was doing community work. And so, it was well 

attended, largely, mostly young adults. And because a lot of our young adults are 
very passionate about social justice or just because [my church] is a social justice 
focused church, it just brought a lot of people from the city there. And from that 

young adult age-group, and we really packed out the sanctuary, having that 
social justice focused event.” —Young Adult 

 
“Young people want to help and want to make change. And so, I think that a 

great way to engage people is through service. And I think a lot of young people, 
especially in the area are really service-minded. And a lot of the people that are 

transplants here moved here because they wanted to change the world, you 
know? And so, I think there’s a lot of people that would love to give their time 

and acts of service rather than maybe through worship. And that is still 
ministry in and of itself.” —Young Adult 

 
“It’s not that young adults have left the church, it’s that the church has left the 
spaces where young adults are living out their faith. And so our hope, I don’t 

know if we really nailed it, but the intention was to help churches move back 
into the public sphere where many young adults are living out their 

convictions.”  —Hub Leader 
 

“We had an indirect approach to quote unquote young adult ministry, but the 
young adults care about their neighborhoods and the places they’re showing up 
and the communities they’re a part of. And so if the church can develop some 

capacity to align themselves in those spaces, there could be meaningful 
relationships that get fostered in that shared call alongside them.” —Hub 

Leader 
  

“A lot of the stuff we did was outside of the church. And I think a lot of the 
congregation wished we would do more things in the church. They’re like, why 

aren’t the young adults around? Why aren’t they in the church? I’m like, no, 
actually we’re doing a lot of stuff but we’re doing it out in the community. I think 

we’re doing things outside of the church and we’re taking the teachings of the 
church and bringing them out into the world, which is what we’re called to do. 
So I think it was a little bit of a call in, too, for a lot of people as well of look at 

what the young adults are doing, maybe we need to go out and do things [too].” 
—Young Adult  
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“I’m not interested in putting time and energy to make something about the 
church or about young adults. But if it’s about place I’ll be there. If it’s about the 
neighborhood, I’ll be there … I would love to see this next stage of Young Adult 

Initiative work create more imagination for this component where young adults 
and churches may find more alignment in wanting to be about the place, 
rather than about a generational identity or a struggle or about a church 

survival.”  —Hub Leader  
  

“The whole point is people having an excuse to think really locally about their 
values.” —Congregation Leader  

 
“Certainly, my parents, like you just went to church cause that’s what you did. 

And that was synonymous almost with being a good citizen. And we have 
generations now that haven’t grown up with that expectation. And so they want 

to be where people are doing things that matter.” —Hub Leader  
 

Experientially learning about the community outside the church showed young adults a way to 
meaningfully live out their faith. The young adults leading congregations’ YAI projects had an 
opportunity to deeply listen and to be of service to others, which empowered them to create 
positive social change. Practicing living their faith outside the church put this positive 
community involvement in the context of their religious lives.  
  

“Butts in the pews and offerings are tangible. You can count the offerings; you 
can take attendance. But I think the impact was the amount of young adults 

who felt empowered to go out and listen to their community and be a part of 
their community and took these learnings and these teachings and put them to 

work … empowering people to go out and live out the gospel of Christ and live 
out the Church’s teachings and not feel like the end-all be-all key to a ticket to 
heaven is making it to church every Sunday because that’s not it. it’s going out 
and being a good person and making a difference in the world.”—Young Adult  

 
“They were pushing us to think outside of the box, you know, the third place. So 
we don’t do just the traditional because we looked up history and something 
was lacking and missing. And the younger generation was expecting the church 
to be involved in different parts of life, not just the spiritual part, which is very 
important, but they wanted to see more hands-on. And I think we went in that 

direction, they began to believe, they began to get involved. Now I believe some 
of them, they got it as clear as they could. And now they’re back in church, but 
not just to come back to church, they’re back to serve.” —Congregation Leader  

 
“I truly think that the relationships that came out of it were something that I 
learned was so important because, you know, we can be pretty siloed into 

churches, but when you go out of the walls of your own church, just how deep 
your faith becomes and how more rich it is when you see that you’re praying for 

the same thing, you’re praying in the same way for your community as your 
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neighboring church. And just how, you can come alongside those other 
congregations and just grow richer and do more things just because there’s more 
resources. Throughout this initiative, I feel like our church has never had kind of 

a dull moment that we were always able to either do our own program or go join 
someone else.” —Young Adult  

 
Openness: Hub Support of Faith Exploration and Understanding 
In the survey data, 77% of congregation leaders and staff agreed that they are personally better 
able to support the spiritual/faith lives of young adults now than they were before participating 
in the YAI, and 78% agreed that the YAI resulted in an increased understanding of the 
spiritual/faith lives of young adults in a way that allows them to engage in meaningful 
relationships with them. 
 
The YAI hubs provided young adults with skills, perceptions, language, and openness 
surrounding the development and journey of their faith lives that left them more connected, 
confident, and curious. A young adult we interviewed described how she learned to be more 
open about her faith life without feeling pushy or uncomfortable:  

 “I’ve always been religious. I’ve been involved, but I am not someone who is, I 
would say like really open with it … even though it is a decent part of my life, and 
I have friends from there and stuff like that, I always never want to come off as 
like trying to evangelize people. And so, I still struggled with that, even with our 
events of like, we’re very open, you know, we’re doing this project, it’s funded 

by Lilly … We weren’t lying to people, but I still was like, ‘Oh my God, these 
people are gonna think we’re trying to get them,’ like, we’re giving free brunch. 

And they’re gonna think like, we’re a cult and they want to join. And so that’s not 
the case. No one thought that, right? Like, no one thought that. So, I think just 
kind of opening up a little bit more was definitely something I learned from 

that. And I think it’s really valuable.” —Young Adult  

One of the consistent impacts on the religious lives of young adults was that hub activities 
filled a gap between them and faith.  

“They’re not standoffish to church, but I think they view church in a certain way, 
so they don’t go. Or something happened that they’re just kinda like, ‘No, I’m 

not going.’ So [the Zoe Project] was kind of just bridging the gap between young 
adult and faith.” —Young Adult  

“What we found is that the young adults we were encountering were open to 
spirituality and to God but didn’t have places to talk about it. These were not 

conversations they were having in other places, like social media wasn’t a place 
to have these conversations, their friends weren’t having these conversations.” 

—Congregation Leader 
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Some young adults pursued faith beyond their church, because the YAI helped them see faith 
in a new way. The support they received from the hubs as they explored how to think and 
talk about faith led to their continued interest in theirs (and others’) faith lives.  

“I think the real investment is in those individuals and seeing how it is that 
they’re leading in new ways. Several folks, I know that ended up going to 

seminary who will serve in ministry for a very long time, hopefully. So I definitely 
see the impact there.” —Congregation Leader 

“My understanding was that the goal was to try to bring young people back into 
church. And I don’t know if that was necessarily accomplished, but it was nice to 
have a common goal. To think we had a common goal with the church of God. It 

was nice to think that multiple churches around us were also trying to bring 
young people back. And I don’t know if we got any new attendees necessarily, 

but it was nice to think that we had that connection.” —Young Adult   
 

Overall, 83% of all participants agreed that innovation hubs are an effective way of helping 
congregations nurture the religious lives of young adults. While all percentages of agreement 
are high, when we compared each group, the disconnect between the leadership and the 
young adults appears yet again.  

 
 
Unclear but Hopeful 
Overall, young adults have grown in their relationship with, and commitment to, different 
facets of their congregations. Through the YAI, young adults have become more visible, have 
taken on leadership roles, and have been given the space to experience deep discussions with 
older adults, sharing lived experiences. However, the full extent of this impact on religious life, 
particularly among those outside the congregations and the YAI teams, remains unclear.  
  

“One of the big things that our young adults gained from [YAI] is their voice is 
being heard. They felt more like they trusted the church, trusted us in the midst 

of [COVID-19] because we were willing to have those conversations.” —Team 
Member  

  

Innovation Hubs are an effective way of helping congregations nurture the religious lives
of young adults. (% that agree or strongly agree)

All 83%
Congregation Leaders/Staff 85%
Hub Leaders/Staff 94%
Young Adults 72%
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“Although I think if you walk into the sanctuary, you look around, and you still 
feel like there’s a lot of people, you know, their parents’ age or even their 

grandparents’ age. But we do a better job. I think of even, you know, having 
young adults participate in our worship team and bands. We’ve had a lot of staff 

turnover with our senior pastor succession, [and] our staff has gotten 
dramatically younger. So, yeah, I do think that there are a lot of good things 

that are going on, are happening.” —Congregation Leader  
  

“I did a book club to try and get people that weren’t associated with the church 
to just be part of deeper conversations and talk about meaningful things like 

race and class and all these different things … So this idea of purpose, and it was 
really interesting because we specifically chose people for every one young adult 
between the 23 and 29 age, we had one older adult paired with them … And so, I 
think it was the transformation that we saw, not only in young adults but in older 

adults that were walking alongside them. And just, yeah, the journey that we 
were on together was really powerful. And I think the other thing I would say is 

we taught them from the beginning how to do active listening and really 
emphasize that it was more about listening.” —Coach/Young Adult  

 
Data Tables: 2022 Survey Questions 

 = Congregation Leaders/Staff  = Young Adults   = Hub Leaders/Staff 
 Answered 

by 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

My faith/spirituality have been strengthened as a 
result of my participation in the YAI. 

 
2% 3% 25% 43% 27% 

I am involved in more meaningful relationships 
with older adults that inform my spirituality/faith 
than I was five years ago.   2% 7% 29% 37% 26% 

As a result of the YAI, my congregation does a 
better job of supporting the spiritual/faith lives of 
young adults than it did a couple of years ago.   

2% 8% 26% 50% 14% 

Innovation Hubs are an effective way of helping 
congregations nurture the religious lives of young 
adults.  

1% 2% 15% 50% 33% 

 
 Answered 

by Decreased Stayed the 
Same Increased 

I perceive that since participating in the YAI, the number of 
young adults participating in congregational life has…   

9% 41% 49% 

I perceive that since participating in the YAI, the investment of 
young adults in congregational life has…   

7% 34% 59% 

I perceive that since participating in the YAI, the number of 
young adults participating in congregational life has…   4% 40% 56% 

I perceive that since participating in the YAI, the investment of 
young adults in congregational life has…   1% 19% 79% 
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Objective 3: How has this initiative widened congregations’ understanding 
and assumptions about the religious lives of young adults? 
 
The presiding narrative about young adults is that they are disengaged, disinterested, and 
divided in their loyalties when it comes to their faith. The Young Adult Initiative aims to help 
congregations develop a deeper and more empathetic understanding about the actual lived 
experiences of young adults so that ministry practices and approaches can reflect reality. 
Additionally, congregations need to have a complete picture of what challenges they are facing 
when it comes to engaging young adults so that they can respond to them appropriately.  
 
Overall, leadership feels better equipped and more secure in their ability to understand young 
adults, even though there continues to be a discrepancy between how young adults and 
leadership perceive the improvement––57% of young adults agreed that they have seen a 
positive change in the way that pastors in their congregation interact with and talk about young 
adults, and 36% were neutral about this statement. However, 75% of congregation leaders said 
they are more confident in their ability to support young adults now than they were five years 
ago. 
 
The YAI has given hubs and congregations the tools to change the ongoing narrative about 
the religious lives of young adults by addressing assumptions, creating channels for deeper 
understanding, acknowledging and responding to differences, and encouraging openness to 
changing how things have been done. Congregations are creating ways to bridge generations 
by mentoring, creating leadership opportunities, and building intentional connections with 
young adults. Congregations face continued challenges and barriers to change, but the YAI has 
laid the groundwork for lasting impact in this area. 
 
Changing the Narrative: Assumptions, Redefinition, Understanding, and Expansion 
Through the YAI, congregations worked to change the narrative around young adults in church. 
This process encouraged and supported congregations while they identified their assumptions 
about young adults, redefined their expectations for young adult engagement in church, 
developed an understanding of young adults and intergenerational differences, and expanded 
the scope of what young adult ministry can/should do. 
 
Identify Assumptions 
With respect to how congregational perceptions of young adults have changed, 
understanding and acceptance were major themes. Congregational communities often started 
out with unfounded assumptions about young adults and an unwillingness to change their own 
practices and traditions. Long-time congregation members and elders were particularly 
reluctant to take these steps. 
 

“All of their thinking about young adults was from a point of anxiety of not 
wanting their congregation, their traditions, their, everything to die. Right. Like 

it, it wasn’t about what beautiful thing could somebody new bring to this 
space? It was all just about survival for them.” —Congregation Leader  
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“You can say, ‘Oh yeah, we welcome everybody.’ But then if your practices are 
such that they reflect a lack of understanding, if not respect, for things that are 
… important to young people in that community, then … they’re not going to 

feel welcome.” —Congregation Leader   
 

Although interviewees did not specifically talk about changes in assumptions about the 
religious lives of young people, they did emphasize changes in their congregations’ overall 
perceptions about who young adults are and what they can do. Although this desire for growth 
was present, the process of change came with hiccups. Changing how young adults are 
thought about and incorporated into a congregation is not an expedited process—it requires 
a congregation-wide commitment.   

  
“I knew my hope was that through this process, we would begin to practice more 

teaching leadership, where young adults would be entrusted with real 
responsibility. Most of our church understands the fact that we’re an older 

church, and there’s a desire to see younger people come. Sometimes it’s hard to 
sacrifice preference to achieve that. I think we still have a long way to go, but I 
think we did take some real good steps, kinda church-wide and definitely at 

the leadership level. I think that was really, really helpful.” —Congregation 
Leader  

  
“I think for a while we were noticing that our church had kind of gotten into a 

habit of the way things were done, such as the way men’s ministry was done or 
women’s ministry, or what have you. And it just wasn’t working for young adults 
anymore. You know, we weren’t able to relate. We saw a lot of the, I guess, just 
the ways of thinking behind the old ways was just really antiquated. And it just 
didn’t speak to young adults in the same way. So, we had to find new ways to 
relate and new things to present to our church and our congregation for how 

to move forward.” —Young Adult Leader  
 

Redefine Young Adult Engagement 
Hubs facilitated activities that helped congregations understand diversity among young 
adults and consider how this diversity impacts church engagement. They also considered how 
their church could better serve them, given these circumstances.  
  

“And we talked a lot in our identifying of our audience. And one was someone 
who had been hurt by church before. And so, we’ve kind of seen in this spiritual 

time that it’s a lower barrier for people to obviously go on Facebook and see 
worship rather than physically walking in through the doors, not knowing what 
people are going to say to you or ask about your journey to get there. And so, I 

think that’s a really good thing.” —Young Adult  
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“I know a good question that we always had was what happens to all the young 
adults in the church. They come and then they go, but from my perspective, I’m 

like, ‘Yes, … we’re trying to build a life for ourselves.’” —Young Adult 
 

Develop an Understanding 
Through the YAI’s efforts to redefine young adult engagement, congregation members 
learned about intergenerational differences and why these differences exist, emphasizing 
their structural nature. Recognizing these structural factors (e.g., the economy, student debt, 
COVID-19) enabled elders to understand why practices that were once compulsory (e.g., 
Sunday service attendance) are no longer feasible for young people—and that this is okay. 
   
Among congregation leaders and staff, 78% reported that they now have a better 
understanding of young adults’ spiritual/faith lives, allowing them to develop meaningful 
relationships. Congregations are beginning to accept young adults’ approaches to form genuine 
connection with other people and to their faith. Through this empathetic acceptance, 
congregations have also begun to support young adults in the formation of their connections.  
  

“I think people have appreciated what it means to be a young adult because I 
think young adults now are different than older adults at the church and what 

young adulthood meant for them … I think people have been able to see more 
of the diversity in how young adults connect. And not just on a Sunday morning 
at 10:00 AM … I think people have been able to see like, ‘Okay, there are young 
adults at the church, and they’re just connecting in different ways.’ And I think 

people have been able to see that we’ve been able to form a team of older 
adults who have really cared and come to things. And then hosted a brunch at 
their house. [They have] been a part of people’s lives, and talked to them, and 

prayed for them, and wanted to volunteer with them.” —Young Adult   
   

“I think finding that common ground, whatever it is … but really you’ve got this 
broader focus going on knowing that young adults need relationships … So, 

finding that common ground and expanding on that would be something that I 
learned.” —Congregation Leader   

   
“I think that a lot of young adults, and they’re not alone in this, have some pretty 

set ideas about what happens at church, and what church people are like, and 
what you do at church. And what’s okay and what’s not. And all of that is very 
off-putting to them. And so, I think to try to do some things that are against 

type, you know, against the stereotype is important.” —Hub Leader  
 

“[I valued] coming to this work with starting with a sense of empathy, which I 
think is what the project has asked us to do with the listening and the 

interviewing. Design thinking starts with empathy.” —Congregation Leader 
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“I feel like we’ve just changed the narrative for a lot of people. And again, I 
even hear the older adults in our congregation speaking about younger adults 
differently and taking up an extra interest in like investing. I think previous to 
these experiments and this innovation, I think there was an idea that the 20-

somethings are transient, and that means that we don’t need to invest in them 
as deeply. And I think the narrative has switched to it is a transient community 

and we need to invest in them really deeply. ‘Cause we might only have them for 
a year or two, or we might have them for 10, and we don’t want them to feel any 

less heard and valued regardless of which way that goes.” —Young Adult  
  
“I think we’ve learned an empathy towards people in general, but to our young 
adults specifically … I think our church learned that our young adults are more 

resilient than they thought. For instance, the conversation of, ‘I just feel so sorry 
for these kids because’ … where the young adults and the students would say, 
‘I’m so sick of people feeling sorry for us. I’m fine. Let’s just move forward and 

figure out what to do next.’” —Congregation Leader  
 

Expand the Scope 
A focus was emphasizing that a church is not an isolated system but part of a larger 
neighborhood or community. Churches are more likely to thrive when they listen to and 
connect with their neighborhood. Consistent with this philosophy, young adults didn’t see a 
separation between their religious lives and the values they hold in the rest of their lives, so 
they wanted to see those values upheld by the church through words and actions. Through the 
YAI, many congregations expanded the scope of their young adult ministries to address social 
issues, engage with young adults beyond the church walls, and support young adults’ lives more 
broadly. 

  
“Preach things that are relevant, you know. We can’t just keep ignoring or 

glazing over all of these big life events that are big, historical life-changing events 
that have occurred. Three days after George Floyd was murdered, my pastor 
spoke on spiritual gifts. That was the sermon. So I walked out and I marched 

down to Minneapolis cause I, that wasn’t my church right there. It’s not where 
the gospel was and that’s not where Jesus was leading me to be.” —Young Adult  

  
“If the church isn’t willing to take on big life issues that we’re dealing with in 
our day-to-day life and we’re talking about when we go out to a brewery or 

when we meet up with our friends, those same conversations should be taking 
place in the church. We need to be having them in both places. We can’t just 

ignore them because we don’t want to offend anyone. I’m pretty sure Jesus was 
controversial and pretty offensive to a lot of people last time I checked. But 

yeah, just being willing to talk about those things and talk about those values, I 
think is one of the biggest ones for me.” —Young Adult  
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“I think for the most part, most people were pretty open to it and excited about 
young people and getting them involved. I think while people didn’t as vocally 
name it, I think there’s still some hesitation about like, ‘Well, why wouldn’t we 

invite them to the church? … And I think, as always, people have different ideas 
and understandings of what kind of journey people may be going on with their 

spirituality and stuff like that. But I think everyone was pretty excited and is 
always really interested in young people.” —Young Adult 

 
Creating Opportunities: Relationships, Intentional Spaces, Meaningful Connections 
YAI participants built religious connections and developed intentional spaces with young 
adults outside the church walls, despite 29% of congregation leaders/staff and young adults 
still agreeing that the primary goal of the YAI was to increase young people’s attendance at 
church services.  Through the YAI, congregations were able to rethink what it meant to 
successfully engage with young adults. Instead of serving young adults by inviting them to 
church, congregations were challenged to broaden the scope. The result was intentional, 
meaningful relationships and connections with young adults. 
 

“[It’s] different from at least the church culture that I was brought up in [which] 
was more like, ‘How can we get better events to bring more people in?’ [Young 

adults now] just want simple opportunities to be together. And so that’s a major 
shift in ministry focus, I think.” —Young Adult & Congregation Leader  

 
“I just [talked the other day] with an older member of our parish who said that 

the whole character of the church has been shifting. It’s got more energy and so 
on because of these last three years. And I kinda liked it because she wasn’t 

attributing it to me. She wasn’t saying like, ‘You went out and you got the Lilly 
Foundation thing and set that into motion.’ She was talking about [how] these 
young people have just kind of showed up out of nowhere, and this is the way 

it’s working.” —Congregation Leader   
 

Relationships 
The YAI projects have increased church leaders’ awareness of young adults’ need for 
community and belonging. Indeed, 72% of congregation leaders and staff agreed that they are 
better able to design and execute ministry that supports young adults.  
 

“We are to act like family as much as we can: if you’re moving, we’ll help you 
move. And that does bring conversations around Jesus. Sometimes it brings 

conversations around Justin Bieber, for all I know, but many times it does have 
to do with Jesus’ love. And sometimes, people open up way more in those 
moments than they will on Sunday.” —Young Adult & Congregation Leader   

  
“I think I would highlight that it’s, this is someone else’s words, but it’s not the 
‘what,’ but the ‘who.’ That it’s about people and connecting with people and 

relationships.” —Young Adult  
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“I think in the past generations, there was a sense of ‘Yeah. I can have my faith. 
That’s not necessarily connected to the people I spend time with.’ But what 

we’ve seen, especially with like high schoolers who graduate and who stay a part 
of the Christian community, [they] have longer lasting, more resilient faith, but 
those who graduate and then lose that Christian community really often walk 

away from faith. And so even just the fact that you are choosing to spend time 
with other believers and having those conversations to whatever degree, I 
think is a huge safeguard that we’ve found.” —Young Adult & Congregation 

Leader   
 

“I think it’s helped us more in that outreach sense, actually just forming more 
meaningful relationships with younger adults outside the church and being like, 
‘Hey, they aren’t as alien and as hostile as the media might have you believe.’”—

Congregation Leader  
 

Intentional Nontraditional Spaces 
Clearly, the YAI has helped those who work in congregations feel better equipped to minister 
to, and form relationships with, young adults in their communities. These relationships helped 
congregations develop intentional spaces where young adults could connect with the church, 
often in nontraditional ways. This process attracted young adults, got them involved in 
congregational life, and helped energize the larger church community.   
  

“I’ve never seen a young adult come to the altar call that we do most Sundays 
here, but I’ve had very, very good conversations with them helping me pick up 
boxes for the food bank or prepare breakfast on Sunday morning or, you know, 

playing pickleball.” —Young Adult & Congregation Leader   
   

“We obviously make mistakes, but we’re trying to give more opportunity for 
faith conversations in counseling and prayer and, you know, in a more organic, 

less programmed way. People have expressed that they’re kind of done with 
that, and they don’t want to feel condemned by it.” —Young Adult & 

Congregation Leader   

“It’s really moved our congregation from inside the walls of the church to 
outside and being able to engage with the young adults, because there’s a ton 
of young adults around their church and that live in that community. And for 

them to be able to come just as they are. And ‘as they are’ is quite different from 
who our congregation is. And our congregation will be okay. And sit in that, you 
know, you see them sitting there eating hot dogs and hamburgers and chatting 

with each other.” —Congregation Leader  

Congregations also created church-adjacent spaces where young adults could explore their 
religious and spiritual lives, as well as connect with one another, in a new context. The positive 
and meaningful experiences young adults had in these spaces shows that powerful religious 
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and spiritual experiences can happen for young adults beyond the church walls, and the young 
adults may be the most open or receptive in these contexts. However, there must be a 
motivation of genuine desire to connect, as opposed to a motive of gaining more young adult 
church attendance, in order to create the open and comfortable atmosphere that allows for 
more extensive exploration.   

 
“We kept hearing pockets emerge of where young adults were finding meaning 

and belonging and purpose and vocation. And, you know, a few were finding 
them in churches, but most of them were finding them outside of churches.” —

Hub Leader  
  

“You might be giving them words for what they were experiencing, but God was 
there. And we found that in the philosophy [conversations] and we found out in 

the storytelling night, when you gave people honest space to pursue very 
meaningful things, God was there, we didn’t have to bring God.”  

—Congregation Leader  

Congregations also began to see the importance of being flexible and open in their approaches 
to church, especially when connecting with transient and previously hurt communities.   

“Church happens outside of the four walls of the building. And it happens 
beyond serving outside of those four walls. We often will take church or the 

extent of church beyond the walls—is all we’re serving this population or we’re 
going to do mission here or whatever. Or maybe even if your church is like [our 
church], which is a social justice-oriented church, you may go do a social action. 
Church happens for young adults at brunch, church happens for young adults in 

Bible studies that don’t take place in church. It might be at a coffee shop; It 
might be at someone’s apartment; It might be at a local community center, 
which is where our young adult Bible study is held.” —Congregation Leader  

  
“We don’t have [Bible study] at church. We have it at the community center, 

which is a much more inviting space. There are people who go to the Bible study, 
who I have never seen their church. They’ve never been to [our church], but they 

routinely came to that Bible study, and they would bring more people in, more 
people in. And we were able to talk about the hesitancies of going to a church on 
a regular basis. We were able to talk about their deep love for God in ways that 
you can’t talk about it in church, because church is always talking to you while 

you’re there. So that is, that is key. It’s important. Be open to church happening 
elsewhere. Be open to church, looking and feeling and sounding different. Be 

open.” —Congregation Leader  
 

Meaningful Connections  
Churches were most successful when they focused on encouraging young adults to live out 
their values, creating a sense of connection and community that appealed to young adults. By 
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contrast, young adults were more likely to feel alienated if they perceived that the church 
wanted them around out of an anxious sense of self-preservation.  
   

“I did a number of focus groups with young adults in the area and one of the 
things that really stood out to me was they primarily would go to a church 

because of community —not a no-brainer. We were in a mainline context where 
most of the churches that we were working with were LGBTQ-affirming and 

more or less have a pretty progressive theology, and what I found was that that 
is just like a bare minimum for a young person.”  

—Congregation Leader  
  

“A lot of the young adults who were connecting with our congregation were 
really looking for rootedness.” —Congregation Leader  

   
“Some of the congregations that didn’t necessarily have many young adults, but 

really wanted young adults, that desire came out of an anxiety around this 
narrative of decline that is common if you’re in the church world. And that feels 

incredibly objectifying, like the butts in pews … we want you here so that we 
don’t die. And most young adults I know do not want to see themselves as 
saviors of the church. It’s not going to happen. We’ve got better stuff to do 

with our time or better communities to be a part of that are living more 
authentic lives.” —Congregation Leader  

 
Congregations now understand that young adults want to be involved in the church, and they 
would like to be invited to share in leadership at church. While young adults want some 
autonomy and input, they do not want to feel abandoned by the leaders and older members 
who should be walking alongside them. Young adults value community in church; they want to 
be part of the larger congregation. 
 

“I’ve personally learned that I’m not the only one who feels that way; the leaders 
see that and they were not going to put us in a corner and say, ‘This is your 

program.’ But saying, ‘Hey, I’m inviting you to the entire mission of that. I’m 
inviting you to the entire congregation. This is the entire community; you’re a 
part of this huge ecosystem, and it’s not completed until you’re here. You’re 

linked to this.’ It’s not like you get this corner; you get this whole pie that you are 
a critical ingredient for. And I think that’s just one of the biggest blessings and 

learning lessons that I’ve taken away from this.” —Young Adult  
 

“I would also love to see even more empowerment because I think that we’ve 
done a good job of allowing our next round of younger adult leaders to be 

empowered. To see what that could look like even more as they are growing and 
being able to be trusted with more responsibility.” —Congregation leader  

 
“One particular initiative that we’ve found to be really great was what we call 
peer learning trips, where we would send groups of young adults to different 
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ministry sites around the country where they could learn from other young 
adults and then come back, and then they would get some seed funding and 

work with their pastor to help implement some of the ideas that they got when 
they were out––that sort of dislocation from context. A lot of our young adults 

haven’t traveled outside this area. So, sending them on their own to a new 
context, not to do ministry, not to do service, but just to learn, that was very 

new for a lot of people. And then inviting them back, working with the pastors 
to be able to receive their young adults back. That initiative was particularly 

successful for the sparking young adult spiritual formation and leadership.” —
Hub Leader  

  
“One of the stereotypes you seem to hear, which I think is true in some ways but 
not always, is that young adults can be really independent and don’t really want 
to be told what to do and want to learn from their own experience, you know, 
figure out life on their own. We probably say that about every generation as it 
comes up, but I have found that while some of that is true, so many [young 

people] are actually desiring mentorship and want to learn from people who 
have maybe a little bit more life experience from them or have dealt with 

other things. And so just being able to bridge that gap and step into that but 
doing so genuinely and with an open heart and an open mind, but respectfully, is 

certainly important in this process.” —Congregation Leader  
  

“I think it’s important to have that freedom but also having someone that’s like 
just spiritually mature to be able to give you that wisdom, like say, ‘Hey, I 

understand these are your ideas of how you want to do it, and you’re still kind of 
learning.’ As young adults, we’re still learning. We still make mistakes, but I think 

it’s like that guidance or like a mentor to kind of guide you … [Our pastor] 
definitely will provide that guidance if needed, like, ‘If you need something from 
me, come and speak to me.’ But sometimes I think it’s taken a little bit too far to 

the extreme ‘cause it’s like, well again, I’m able to come up with ideas on my 
own. But sometimes, if I’m asking you a question, I’m asking the question for a 

reason. Don’t just say, ‘I don’t know why you asked me; you got to figure it out.’ 
And it’s like, ‘No, I just need a little bit of guidance. And then once I get the 
guidance I need, I may want to pick it back up and continue from there.’” —

Young Adult  
 

Congregations shared that the YAI helped their congregations see the importance of giving 
young adults faith in community. Through this community, congregation members can display 
their openness and acceptance of young adults, helping them feel like valued members of the 
church community.  
  

“Another thing I would say is also like lean into our interests. We appreciate and 
love to serve in a community or to do, to participate in initiatives that are 
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making a difference in the world that is empowering to us. We’re able to see 
God at work in those places in spaces.” —Young Adult 

 
“And so, working with [young adults] means that you have to be a little bit more 
flexible because we all kind of believe the things we believe and in order to help, 
you have to move with them. And then maybe they will move with you and kind 

of be able to create an atmosphere where ideas can be exchanged freely 
without any prejudgment, preconceived ideas of the other, at least for me.” —

Congregation Leader  
  

“And so, we, when, especially in church world, we think great numbers coming 
together at the same time is church. And so, with the young adults, it’s a little 

different, you know, you just have to roll with the punches, keep going, 
understand that, not getting a phone call back doesn’t mean rejection. It just 
means not right now, you know, and also letting, letting everything be led by 
the people that you’re trying to reach. And instead of the other way around, 

you know, not expecting to build something and they will come, it’s let them, 
let them build it. It’s their table. Let, we’re just being invited to it instead of 

inviting them to our table.”  —Congregation Leader 
 
Continued Challenges: Barriers to Change 
Both young adults and larger congregational communities make assumptions about each 
other, and these assumptions can make it difficult to connect.  Only 45% of congregation 
leaders/staff agreed or strongly agreed that they now find young adults more approachable 
than before the YAI. Several interviewees also highlighted this disconnect: 
   

“I just felt like I kept having to try to convince people [in churches] of things 
that I cared about or to care about them. And I was like, I don’t want to do this.” 

—Young Adult   
   

“I think there are some young adults who are … just a long way from the way 
congregations are, in terms of how they think about their spirituality, how they 

think about power, and how they think about institutional relationships and 
commitments … that the culture is very different among young adults.” —Hub 

Leader   

Other congregation members—primarily older adults—were still wary of this younger age-
group. While 66% of congregation leaders/staff agreed or strongly agreed that young adults are 
better understood by the larger congregation, the tensions were apparent through our 
interviews. Generational differences still led older adults to believe that young adults lack 
interest and commitment.  

“All of this attention was now placed on young adults, [and] the older adults 
were like, ‘Well, what about us?’ … They’re the ones that are, for years, 
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sustaining the parish, contributing to the ministries, donating financially … I think 
their perception is that the young adults get all this attention … Because [older 
adults are] not attending the events, they see them as just socializing … I don’t 

think they really understand the full extent of what ministry is.” —
Congregation Leader   

  
“It was the lack of relationships just were not forming to really get that good 

core team together … I’m an old person. I send out emails and expect people to 
reply, and that’s how I do my ministries. And that style wasn’t working for them. 
They don’t answer the phone … We’d have a meeting, and they’d show up a half 
an hour late, or not at all, or forget, or something came up. You know, it was just 

this lack of commitment as I see it, as an older person who commits to 
something and does it … I thought if it’s really important to [you], you will be 

there, and you will show up, and you will do this.” —Congregation Leader  
 

Regardless of this disconnect, most young adults (61%) and congregation leaders (72%) agreed 
that their congregation is better able to design and execute ministry that supports young adults 
now than it was before participating in the YAI. Additionally, 87% of all participants agreed that 
the YAI has revealed that it is important for young adults to have a clear role to play in their 
congregations. Furthermore, 71% of congregation leaders agreed that the YAI has helped them 
understand that a different leadership style is needed for young adults, and 78% agreed that 
this increased understanding allows leaders to engage in meaningful relationships with them. 
These shifts in understanding about what it means to meaningfully engage with young adults 
reveal the YAI’s positive impact on how leadership has widened their knowledge of young 
adults.   
  
Learnings from 2018–2019 Study   
In 2018–2019, there was much higher agreement that the YAI helped leaders understand and 
engage with young adults. This year, 66% of congregation leaders agreed that their work with 
the YAI has resulted in a better understanding of young adults across the congregation, 56% of 
congregation leaders agreed that as a result of the YAI, they feel like their congregation leaders 
listen more to young adults than they used to, and 55% of young adults agreed that leaders are 
listening more. The comparable percentages from the 20182019 survey are shown in the table 
below.    
    

% Young Adults 
agree  

% Congregation 
Leaders agree  

% Congregants 
agree  

% Hub Leaders 
agree  

Participating in the innovation hub has helped my 
congregation develop a better understanding of 
young adults.   

68% 81% 71% 90% 

Participating in the innovation hub has helped my 
congregational team develop new ways of 
relating to and engaging young adults.    

75% 85% 75% 90% 

I feel like my congregation’s leaders (pastors, 
program directors, etc.) have become better at 
listening to young adults.   

64% 77% 63% 90% 
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Data Tables: 2022 Survey Questions  

 = Congregation Leaders/Staff  = Young Adults    = Hub Leaders/Staff 
 Answered 

by Decreased Stayed the 
Same Increased 

I perceive that since participating in the YAI, my congregation’s 
openness to trying new things has…   

2% 25% 73% 

I perceive that since participating in the YAI, my congregations’ 
openness to try new things has…  - 22% 78% 

 
 

 Answered 
by 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 

I find young people to be more approachable 
now than I did before participating in the YAI.   1% 7% 47% 32% 13% 

Our work with the YAI has resulted in a better 
understanding of young people across the 
congregation.   1% 7% 27% 45% 20% 

The primary goal of my congregation’s young 
adult initiative is to get young people to come to 
church services.   11% 36% 25% 21% 7% 

The YAI has resulted in increased understanding 
of the spiritual/faith lives of young people in a 
way that allows me to engage in meaningful 
relationships with them.  

 1% 3% 19% 52% 26% 
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Objective 4: How have congregations grown in their relationship with 
young adults? 
  
Togetherness: Mutual Growth and Reciprocal Connections, Listening, Collaboration 
Mutual Growth and Reciprocal Connections 
When generations found common ground, relationships did grow, and it was largely due to 
an increase in listening and connections that were mutual and reciprocal. Some did not 
believe that these relationships had grown at all, while others reported significant growth. Over 
half (56%) of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that their congregation leaders listen to 
young adults more. 
 
Participants largely agreed that mutual transformation was essential for successful 
relationships to happen. Indeed, the relationships that seemed to be the most meaningful were 
those that participants described as “mutual” or “reciprocal.” Older adults taught younger 
adults, but the reciprocal relationship allowed older adults to learn from younger adults as well. 
 

“Why does it matter if I engage with people from other age-groups? What do 
they bring to the table? What can I get out of that relationship? I think that’s a 

sign of healthy community. I think when older generations can respect and 
admire the energy of youth, and the younger generations can respect and 
admire the wisdom and life experience of the older generations … there is 

more there.” —Young Adult   
   

“You learn a lot from other people. And also, just having people at different 
ages makes you see … It makes you less afraid of the future. And also, being like, 

‘Okay, like I don’t have to have my life together because I’m also talking to a 
woman who’s in her fifties and is changing her career’ … Very different levels of 

friendship, I think, are really important for people.” —Young Adult   
   

“I think what I’ve learned through the intergenerational pieces is how much I 
need people like older people … I also need to hear the different perspectives, to 

feel supported, to feel heard, to gain some wisdom and insight. And to know 
that we’re both learning through the process. That I’m not right, and you’re not 
right. But that we’re, again, just sharing life with each other. And then we have 

something to learn from each other, like genuinely.” —Young Adult   
   

“[Multigenerational community] sort of feeds me as an older person. To see 
people who are younger and trying to sort of figure out their lives, and trying to 
figure out what their values are, and wanting to … make the world better, you 

know, wanting to be good people … and learning from each other … little stuff, 
even the lingo, like BIPOC. I’m like, ‘What is BIPOC?’ Then they explain it very 
patiently, like, ‘Okay, grandma.’ But honestly, if you’re not on Twitter, social 

media … you’re not picking up on that.” —Congregation Leader   
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“I’m seeing some really positive intergenerational relationships. That’s also 
been, I think, transforming healing for both the younger people and the older 

people to see. To have that … mentorship [for the younger people]. Then also for 
the older people, who’ve retired, to feel like they are meaningful. Like they have 

this thing to give.” —Hub Leader   
 

Listening 
Overall, congregations are still making efforts to listen to young adults and understand their 
interests, building programs/communities around them. In some congregations, members 
across all generations have been very responsive and engaged through this process. 
  

“We did find success in both of those things [brunches and park meet-ups], that 
those are things young people are interested in. And so that felt good at least to 

know that we’re meeting them where they were at.” —Young Adult 
 

“When we had our events and we would tell them about what was happening 
and how we were stepping up to do this and do that, I feel like in our church, 

yes, the older congregation started to say, ‘Oh, wow, well, they’re leading, you 
know, they’re leading here and they’re leading there.’  There are ways we can 

just sit back, say, ‘Okay, we have some type of faith in our next generation.’ And 
other ways though, I feel like at least in our church, once we started, you know, 

throwing ideas here and there, the other ministries, I mean the women’s 
ministry and the men’s ministry, started saying, ‘Well, shoot, the young adult 

ministry is doing this. Can we start doing this? And can we start doing this?’ So I 
just feel like it empowered them to kind of say, ‘Okay, like, they’re over here 

doing better than us. Let’s go ahead and step up our game and let’s make this 
parish as great as we can make it.’” —Young Adult 

 
“The other thing that I think is a big win for us is the young adults that are in the 
church have found their voice. And they found it in a way that they are able to 

communicate their needs and what they want and how they want things to be 
in their programming and in the things that they do in a way that the older 

folks and those who have been traditionally charged with running the church 
can hear them and accept it. And … the older folks come, you know, we were 
doing a young adult poetry slam. And we had people as old as I am, you know, 

wanting to do a young adult poetry slam. And so just the fact that they’re willing 
to engage it, as far as I can tell at every level, has been one of the biggest 

changes in our church.” —Congregation Leader 
 

Collaboration 
Interviewees and focus group participants emphasized the importance of collaboration across 
congregations and age-groups. Through these collaborative relationships, congregations were 
better able to serve young adults and integrate them into the community. This benefited not 
only the young adults but also the broader church community. 
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“I can think of a couple of churches that were just on the sidelines for like two 

years, just not very much involved and would be examples of a church that 
fizzled or that didn’t do very well or whatnot, but then strangely, because they’re 
around all these other churches, and there’s a culture of learning, and there’s no 

shame, and they just stuck around, they became some of the front-runners at 
the end, of really healthy young adults in leadership and serving the community. 
And so sometimes, it’s hard to know what church is ready or not. And, you know, 
some of it’s just God’s grace as you journey together. And I think the value of a 

cohort is just that. It allows churches to learn from one another and to grow 
well.” —Hub leader 

 
“[The YAI] has been an incredible experience for us and in multiple ways, which 

I’m sure we can talk about more. But really, truthfully, nothing but positive 
things to say from the way things have been led to our involvement and the 

benefit that we’ve had in our own congregation––the relationships that we’ve 
built with other leaders and young adults and other churches in our 

community. I mean, it’s really all been phenomenal and had a very significant 
impact on our church congregation, and on me personally, especially the 

partnerships that we share with other congregations has really been significantly 
impacted by this effort.”  —Congregation Leader 

 
“I think part of what made our project successful is that we fully integrated it 

into the life of the congregation. It wasn’t an additional thing on top of 
congregational life. And I think the other thing I would say is that that helped us 
to be successful as we really started with the lived experience of young adults. 

We were really, you know, the young adults who were leading us were aware of 
the real needs within their own communities. And we started with what they 

actually needed rather than with what the church needed or some kind of 
external idea of what young adults should need or what it looks like for young 

adults to participate in a community of faith.” —Congregation Leader 
 

“The truth is they don’t need or want the judgment of older people, but they do 
want the wisdom of older people. And so that’s something that came about. 

Intergenerational relationships really do matter to young adults. And there’s a 
way that some of our young adults, in a sense, saw the churches that they either 

grew up in or that they were involved in when they were younger almost as 
homes they can return to. So maybe they don’t live in Chicago anymore. They 

live somewhere else. But every time they come home to Chicago, they love going 
back to their home church because it feels like an extended family to them. And 

that’s an important thing that you don’t necessarily want to lose. And so that 
was to me an eye opening thing, that the intergenerational stuff matters. You 
know, they’re not just trying to hang out with other people their age.” —Hub 

Leader 
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Leadership: A Necessary Component to Momentum 
Church Leadership 
Some congregations were unable to fully develop relationships with young adults 
because their leadership was not supportive. Without support from higher church 
leadership, like the pastor, it is difficult to build momentum and execute ministry to 
support multigenerational ministry.   
 

“It’s kind of a continuing battle to create that culture in our church at large. 
There’s still very much a culture of, like, ‘Yeah, a life group just gets together and 

studies the Bible and then you see each other the next week.’ And so that’s 
something that kind of our next generation, so myself and the high school 

leader, are really continuing to fight is casting that vision of walking with Jesus 
is all of life.” —Young Adult  

  
“My new pastor never came to any of the group sessions … He really thought it 
was a good idea. He just didn’t wanna be a part of it. That’s very challenging. 

That’s hard to build momentum and support around.” —Young Adult  
 

“The importance of the young adult leader. I feel like all of the funds and all of 
the things that we’re doing go towards the young adults, but I think some of it, 
and some resources, and a lot of things should go also to the leader, to feed the 
leader, because he does a lot––he does a lot for the young adults and he does a 

lot for us.” —Young Adult 
 

“If we are partners and we are trying to help them and support them and bring 
more young adults to the church, it’s really important to have [young adult 

leaders] feel okay in the job that they’re doing. And I feel like when they are 
burned out, what ends up happening is that like the young adults can see it as 

well, you know? And they tried their best to be at their best all the time. But we 
notice when they’re tired, we notice when they need support.” —Young Adult 

 
Initiatives were particularly successful when they were explicitly supported by the larger 
congregation, including the pastor. 

 
“The teams that seem to be successful also often, and starting early, shared with 
the congregation about what they were doing. I remember a number of teams. 

Like they would have something they would ask the congregation, a 
congregation member. Like, what do you think about this innovation work we’re 
doing and, ‘What innovation work?’ Like there being a real disconnect between 
the life of the congregation and the innovation work that was happening.” —

Young Adult 
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“And we also saw that engagement with the lead pastor was really vital in a 
congregation. So, if a congregation has a group that forms that wants to, you 
know, really, ‘How are we going to be engaged with young adults?’ If the lead 

pastor’s not part of that team and doesn’t specifically endorse it, the rest of the 
congregation doesn’t seem to get along.” —Hub Leader 

 
“We had one church that the senior pastor wasn’t actually engaged but was 

very vocal—even though the church had a million other things going on—
intentional about saying, ‘This is important. This team has authority. We are 

excited about what they’re going to do. We’re going to follow what they do.’ You 
know, he was really intentional about bringing that to light, and they did great. I 

mean, they did awesome.” —Hub Leader 
 

One of the sticking points during the YAI, which lasts to this day, is a disconnect between those 
who were ready and excited to do this transformative work with young adults and those who 
were not. It was most distressing for young adult ministry when congregation leaders were not 
on board.   
  

“She was not supportive of our work and style of youth ministry. She preferred 
it to be numbers, high numbers and event-based. And we were really all about 

relational ministry.” —Young Adult 
 

“A lot of folks have experienced quite a bit of disappointment with the larger 
congregation or key leaders not getting it … They had to translate that to a 

larger congregation, or they had to try to communicate that to pastoral 
leadership. And that continues to be a big hurdle. And so the risk of caring 

deeply about something that may not make waves and change the congregation 
and the way someone might wish or hope it could.” —Hub Leader 

 
“I did a training in one of our churches because I think it’s so important to know 
who holds power and who holds influence and who you need to not piss off and 
who you should really get on your side and see what they feel about this. Cause 
if they’re on your side you can get into a lot of doors that you wouldn’t get into 
otherwise … especially when you’re going into the racial justice work. I think the 

other work was pretty palatable, like bringing young adults together in 
community. Like that’s not something that someone would say you can’t do that, 

that’s so controversial. But racial justice, immediately was like, ‘You’re being 
political. We can’t do that, we’re a church.’ Oh, well, you know, Jesus wasn’t 

white. Like what is your problem here? But making sure that it was like slowly 
having conversations and making inroads with those different powerful groups 

of people, which ended up helping us a lot.” —Young Adult 
 

“It has to be a compromise … We have to be willing to make some of the 
adjustments, too.” —Congregation Leader 
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“We had a very wise leader who was a seasoned pastor on our leadership team 
at the beginning. And he said it’s absolutely crucial to have pastors bought in 
and relationally connecting to each other from the beginning. So, at the very 

outset of the initiative, we invited pastors to meet twice a month, once for 
prayer and once for a meal, and the prayers eventually rotated to each other’s 

homes. So, we’ve been in each other’s homes. We’ve brought spouses together. 
We’ve taken retreats together that have been absolutely foundational for 

everything in the initiative. That we would definitely want to continue.” —Hub 
Leader 

 
“I can remember a couple of projects that had primarily young adults on their 
innovation team who were really energized by this invitation and then really 

heartbroken when congregation leadership didn’t support the direction they 
wanted to go. Like when they got told we can’t use the term white supremacy, 

because it will make some people mad.” —Hub Leader 
 

“It appears that young adult ministry at its base level requires adults or other 
young adults who deeply care about young adults and who are open to having 
honest discussions with them and holding space for them. And if that’s not the 

bedrock, then it’s a crazy hurdle or misguided.” —Congregation Leader 
 

Young Adult Leadership 
Leadership by young adults was another necessary component. Congregations set up young 
adults to succeed in leadership when they viewed the young adults as capable, contributing 
members with ideas worthy of supporting. Those that did regard young adults in this way were 
more likely to give them the institutional resources needed to help their projects succeed. But 
equally, giving power to the young adults—and seeing them lead—helped older adults shift 
their view of young adults from children to full-fledged adult community members. When older 
congregants perceived young adults as equals, there was increased likelihood of respectful 
collaboration and mutually beneficial learning.  Having the community see young adults as 
capable and passionate worship leaders in crucial staff positions led to more confidence and 
trust in the young adults’ ability to lead.   
 

“Sometimes they looked at us as those little kids that they remember running 
around the church. And then it’s like, ‘Oh wait, they’re not these little kids 

anymore.’ We’re sitting in ministry meetings with you all, and we’re talking to 
and advocating for our ministry and what we want to do. And so, yeah, I think it 
did change that. I know we were in one ministry meeting and we’re like, ‘Hey, 

we need to get this done, we want to do this.’ And I don’t want to say I was 
going back and forth with our pastor, but we were. And my mom said that 

somebody in the meeting texted her like, ‘Oh my gosh, she is an adult.’ So I 
think it definitely changed their perspective on just who we are and what we are 

trying to accomplish.”  —Young Adult 
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“I think perceptions of young adults have changed in our church. To see 
capable, strong, smart, caring people, leading worship in the pulpit, you know, 
with their own passions. I really think that has made a lasting difference.” —

Congregation Leader 
 

“I think it helped to not see the young adults as kids, you know, for the older 
people. I think it’s better to see them as viable participants in the congregation, 

as leaders. I think it helps when they see people actually doing things and they 
say, oh yeah, I’ve known you since you were a child, but you’re actually not a 

child anymore.” —Young Adult 
 

“Across the board, it was more of a, ‘Oh, we experienced young adults as 
leaders in our community. Now they’re no longer curiosities.’” —Hub Leader 

 
“Our staff is getting younger. We hired a digital person during COVID, and she’s a 

young adult millennial, and it’s been such a positive [thing], and as the staff 
continues to evolve, I think that’s a priority for us to have that kind of 

representation and voice and perspective at the real heart of what we do and 
the people who are leading things.” —Congregation Leader 

 
“I sometimes want to push back on some of the generational stuff, especially 
that young adults are a special group that needs to be coddled in like a special 
way. It’s like, no, I think actually young adults want to be seen and called and 

given meaningful roles.” —Congregation Leader 
 
Outcomes: Diversity, Community 
Diversity 
Congregations became more aware of and attentive to young adults’ needs, asking about their 
needs and their opinions. Additionally, the initiative highlighted the diversity of young adults, 
which means that understanding their religious lives isn’t a simple one-and-done process. 
Rather, congregations realized that to serve young adults is to serve a wide range of needs. 
   

“It is the least homogeneous group at the church. Young adults go from the 18-
year-old kid that just finished high school, all the way to moms, young moms, 

couples that recently got married, singles. It’s people that are leaving to college, 
people that are coming back from college, people that are already working, 

people that are starting families. So it is, I would think, it’s the least 
homogeneous group in the church. And that brings a lot of challenge to how to 

meet needs.” —Young Adult & Congregation Leader   
   

“Other leadership in our church cares more about the age-group, the young 
adults age-group. We still have a long way to go, but I get more questions about 

like, ‘How would young adults perceive this?’ Or ‘What are their thoughts on 
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this?’ And so just the fact that we’re a part of the conversation is really 
encouraging.” —Young Adult & Congregation Leader   

 
Community 
Beyond simply being attentive to and aware of the young adults in their community, 
congregations participating in the YAI shifted how they understood success in young adult 
ministry. Seeing community––rather than numbers and dollars—as the measure for success, 
congregation leaders went from setting forth their own plans, which were ultimately 
unsuccessful, to collaborating with the young adults in their communities.   
   

“Our pastor in the past, in his intention to reach more young people, he was like, 
‘Okay, here’s the plan, and we need this amount of money’ and all that. And 

we’re doing the whole thing and putting [programs] on as well and all that. And 
we just begged people to show up, but the numbers that we wanted, they were 
not there. And also because those are like false expectations, because [people] 
are not involved [if] you just wait for them to show up. But lately, as I said, it’s 
like, ‘If we’re trying to do this activity, who wants to dream with me?’” —Young 

Adult & Congregation Leader   
   

“[I value] just having that community where young adults feel like they belong 
and where they are needed. And I think when they feel needed or when they 

feel seen in the group, then they’re more likely to continue and to like buy into 
that as well.” —Young Adult   

 
Projects developed by the YAI have the potential to expand to the rest of the congregation, 
creating a community for both younger and older adults to become involved. These types of 
projects not only benefit young adults but also the rest of the congregation and their 
perceptions of young adults.   

   
“There is a young woman who’s a little bit older than the rest of the group, but 
who is in the music ministry. And that … has kind of taken off right now. A lot of 

these folks are very much into praise and worship music and adoration. And 
they’ve been having a monthly praise and worship event … We did it a few times 
[as part of the YAI], and it really has morphed into something that the rest of the 

parish is involved in.” —Congregation Leader  
 
The YAI helped older congregation members connect with and appreciate young adults in 
their spaces. These older adults felt inspired to start conversations with young adults and learn 
about them. They emphasized that it was not just one older adult engaging with young adults 
over the years of the YAI—there has been an ongoing interest.   
   

“One of the older guys walked over to [the young adults], and I mean, he’s in his 
nineties. And he walked over and he said, ‘Who are you? I see you here. Where 

did you come from?’ And it wasn’t in a mean way. It was just like, ‘I want to 
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know who you are. Seeing you makes me happy, but I don’t know who you 
are.’ And they introduced themselves. And it was really beautiful, even just that 

one little thing, but that’s happened again and again and again through the 
years.” —Congregation Leader   

 
The initiative helped congregations shift from anxiety to curiosity. This shift was seen as 
crucial to avoid young adults feeling like they were merely props in a larger campaign to save 
the church.  
 

“Relationships are part of the infrastructure, but then part of the strategy to 
transformation is to get this to orient towards a mindset of curiosity, because 

then that opens all kinds of doors and that opens people to taking risks. 
They’re more willing to take risks if they’re curious, rather than scared, or I 

already know how to do this, you know, I don’t need to do that. So how do we 
drive the project? How do we drive the conversation? How do we reframe 

people’s wonderings or fears towards a point of curiosity kind of opens them up 
room for, I believe the Holy Spirit to work for us to actually pay attention, 

because we’re curious what’s going on.” —Hub Leader 
 

“It has transformed the whole community. It’s weird now when they have a 
meeting and everybody’s always like, oh, when it starts to feel like things are 

closing in, then somebody will say something that blows it open … Who’s already 
doing the work? Who’s already connected? What are those relationships? 

Where do those relationships exist that we’re not tapping into? So it’s been 
transformational … Curiosity is the word that right from the beginning kind of 

became the word of engagement. And so now it doesn’t matter where we are, 
what we’re doing, that curious question always comes up. What are you curious 

about? And the other question is what are you afraid of? “ —Congregation 
Leader 
 

These data indicate that congregations have had intergenerational seeds planted that, with 
continued watering, will further improve the life of the church. YAI projects have the potential 
to benefit both younger adults and older adults alike, changing perceptions and creating 
mutually beneficial relationships.  

  
“Coming out of it, I think there has been kind of more optimism and even maybe 

more of a desire to connect with people who look different and people from 
different generations. And so, I would say, you know, at this point in our church’s 
life, I think building intergenerational relations is something that is a big focus for 

us. And while I don’t think what we did with YAI directly moved us kind of into 
that, I think I can see the indirect ways or maybe the ways that it has kind of 
formed and shaped us so that we might be better able to enter to some of 

those places.” —Young Adult 
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“The opportunity for intergenerational relationships were there, but oftentimes 
they were very superficial … [Our project] really created more of a platform for 

us to share stories and build relational bonds. And it also, I think, opens us up for 
the older generations and the non-young adults to share their stories as well 

because we create safe spaces for that to occur. I think the end result of that for 
everyone that’s involved, including those individuals that are simply an audience 

to the process, is that there is a real relational texture that’s afforded that 
would not have been afforded by us simply sharing a wonderful parable by 
Jesus and giving the abstract definition or teachings from that sermon.” —

Congregation Leader  
 

“I think [our projects] just continued and expanded the opportunity for young 
adults to share their experiences with older adults. And for them to feel like a 

valued part of the community and for older adults to hear their experiences and 
value them. I think it just pushed the trajectory even further towards us being a 

church in a community that values the voices of young people and, like, 
recognizes their value and wants to put effort into it. So, there are a lot, again, 

so many different connections that happen through that. And now we have a 
young adult ministry because of that.” —Young Adult  

 
“The spiritual growth coaching has been really good and has actually connected 
with a pretty high number of, we’re not thrilled with any of the results of any of 

these, but has ended up over time as we’ve stuck with it and kept putting the 
word out, has connected with people in the neighborhood who otherwise we 

would have had no relationship with. And there were some really cool, just cool 
stories of like, oh, ‘This coaching relationship has been going on for a year and a 
half. And somebody’s kind of walked with somebody through kind of major life 

changes and exploration of faith and stuff.’ So I think that one has been the most 
positive. And now we’re  in the process of kind of figuring out how do we 
reframe that, rework that in a way to have it be even more impactful.” —

Congregation Leader  
  

Continued Barriers 
Despite the positive energy surrounding young adults, much work still needs to be done to 
shift congregational attitudes at large and work through the tension this creates.  

 
“We still have people that do want the liturgy, and even that, you know, it’s very, 
very strict. I’ve had people saying, like, ‘Do not let the worship team play a little 
bit louder because that’s not how church is done.’ Stuff like that. At the same 
time, that doesn’t mean that you dismiss them or that you have to do exactly 

what they say, you know? So, keeping that tension, I think it’s the hardest 
challenge that we have.” —Young Adult & Congregation Leader  
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Older adults often felt uneasy about how their churches were engaging with young adults. 
Some felt frustrated about the ways young adults have responded (or not responded) to their 
efforts. 

  
“I’ve seen, since the initiative, that they do try to include more young adults in 
things, I think [older adults] kind of get frustrated or a little bit uneasy when 
they can’t reach [young adults], because they’re like, ‘Oh, I’m reaching out to 
them, but they’re not available’ or something like that. So, it’s like, okay, we’re 
trying to include them, but it’s hard because they don’t know if they’re busy or 

not. So I do see that they have been trying to reach out.”  —Young Adult   
  

“Our church finance team just didn’t have an understanding of, we had to go 
through a long process of how [YAI] funds should be delegated to us and how we 
could use them. And, you know, they were trying to exert authority. We wanted 
to do something that, you know, cost $2,000, and they were trying to tell us ‘No, 
we’ve never allowed young adults to spend $2,000 at one time.’ We were trying 
to tell them, ‘These funds don’t belong to you and we’re supposed to spend this 
money’ … It’s that stoic, conservative, ‘We’re going to control how you do things. 

If we don’t like the way that you do things, we’re going to tell you no.’ And 
then we had to fight back.” —Young Adult  

  
“We were working very hard to make sure that we weren’t bringing people, 

trying to bring new members in. You know, that was one of the things that kinda 
came up at the very beginning. And so initially, all of our events were outside of 
the church, and for our older members in our congregations, a little bit older, 
they had a hard time with that. They couldn’t really connect. ‘Why are you not 
bringing … why are you not trying to grow our membership?’ And so, we kept 

having to push up against that.” —Congregation Leader  
 

Communication between younger and older adults within congregations experienced ebbs and 
flows. Some examples include how the generations interacted to navigate technology during 
the pandemic. Some of these interactions felt transactional and did not endure. Young people 
also held biases against older adults, further complicating their relationship development. 
 

“If and when church can offer something that is—if I can use the word—radical 
enough, something that really makes people know and feel that they belong 
and are part of something that is not just like surface level, like politeness or 
niceness, or just like a social club kind of thing, then people will come. And the 

churches that succeeded in that, in creating that seem to do really well.” —
Young Adult 

 
“When we went completely virtual, that kind of isolated us from the adults … 

And so it was kind of siloed in that way, but I think they respected the work that 
we were doing. But I think, I believe, had we been able to do more in-person 
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stuff we could have seen some of that growth happen, possibly. Maybe again, 
we still have some of those internal fights about how you do money and stuff. 
And so I think there has still been a lot of challenges, you know, but I think the 
pandemic forced the older members to lean on the young adults more, but it 

wasn’t just hub-related … it was more transactional. ‘Hey, young adults, we need 
you to teach us how to do virtual Zoom to do this’ … We’re going to have to 

figure out ways to rebuild that intergenerational connection with young adults. 
It’s almost like we’re starting from scratch, to be honest with you.” —Young 

Adult 
 

“I don’t see much of [collaborative intergenerational relationships]. The message 
is out there … I think it’s on the side of the younger, because they have such a 
bias against older people because there’s a huge divide. Like I said, the main 

divide is the technology … It’s hard, that communication.” —Young Adult 
 
As young adults have increased their power and influence in the church community, they have 
found it difficult to partner with existing leadership structures, but they have found success 
when leadership structures support them. Congregation leaders have found success when they 
are willing to compromise and listen.  
 
Data Tables: 2022 Survey Questions  

 = Congregation Leaders/Staff  = Young Adults    = Hub Leaders/Staff 
 Answered 

by Decreased Stayed the 
Same Increased 

I perceive that since participating in the YAI, my congregation’s 
intergenerational relationships have…  2% 47% 51% 

I perceive that since participating in the YAI, my congregation’s 
intergenerational relationships have…  3% 36% 61% 

I perceive that since participating in the YAI, congregations’ 
intergenerational relationships have…  1% 26% 72% 

 
 

 Answered 
by 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 
Our work with the YAI has resulted in more 
intergenerational relationships in my 
congregation.   

1% 11% 36% 41% 12% 

Our work with the YAI has resulted in more 
intergenerational relationships in my 
congregation.  1% 12% 29% 39% 19% 
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Objective 5: What types of approaches and practices enabled the maturing 
and ultimate flourishing of relationships with young adults? 
 
Specific Resources 
All participants selected resources and experiences that are valuable for spiritual/faith 
development for young adults and are highlighted in the tables below. 
 

When young adults or congregation leaders consider getting involved with a faith-
based/spiritual organization, they look for… 

  % Young Adults 
Selected 

% Congregation 
Leaders/Staff 

Selected 
a sense of community  89% 85% 
a diverse membership and inclusive 
practices  54% 58% 

an opportunity to constantly learn and 
grow in their spirituality (and/or faith)  70% 74% 

connections and relationships  69% 65% 
programming for everyone  32% 17% 
accessible gathering spaces  33% 21% 
opportunities to share what is on their 
mind without judgment  65% 48% 

constructive conversations with others 
who have different experiences, 
opinions, etc.  

62% 61% 

a sense of belonging  83% 78% 
a sense of peace and warmth  61% 58% 

 
 

Based on your experiences with the YAI (hub name), which of the following are important 
resources for young adults’ spiritual/faith development (select all that apply): 

Peers 93% 
Positive Relationships 91% 
Gatherings (e.g., conferences or 
retreats) 86% 

Holy Writings (e.g., Bible) 54% 
Mentorship 65% 
Social Media 48% 
Music 47% 
Podcasts 38% 
Books about Spirituality 38% 
Sermons 36% 
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Based on your experiences with the YAI (hub name), which of the following are important 
spiritual/faith practices for young adults (select all that apply): 

Conversation  90% 
Service  67% 
Prayer  66% 
Mentoring  64% 
Worship Services  63% 
Activism  58% 
Music/Singing  50% 
Devotionals/Regular Bible study  48% 
Meditation  38% 
Journaling  33% 

  
Intentional Investment: Openness, Commitment, Consistency 
Openness 
In total, 71% of young adults and 74% of congregation leaders said they perceive that their 
congregation’s openness to trying new things has increased since participating in the YAI, and 
78% of hub leaders said the same. Participants indicated that being open and focusing on 
objectives beyond increasing numbers are important strategies. 
 
Open-mindedness made it possible for participants to bridge differences such as age, race, and 
even political ideology. Open-mindedness and authenticity were also critical precursors to 
trust, which made young adults feel supported and empowered to try new things, including 
things that might fail. Young adults further acknowledged that people can be open, 
transparent, and authentically nice, but if they’re not investing in the relationship, it might not 
be fully supportive.   

  
“I will say I’m grateful to be able to connect to my values as a young adult and 

my voice to connect with other people in the sense of like, ‘Hey, listen to young 
adults.’ And for us to be recognized for that insight that I think is really 

important to our generation.” —Young Adult 
  

“But I think for me it’s that investment piece. I think there’s a lot of people who 
can be authentic and transparent and be kind to you—and genuinely kind too—
but to feel that there’s like a relationship that I feel supported in is it’s huge for 
me anyways … But at the same time, it’s not like, I dunno, if I were to get a flat 

tire, I can necessarily call people. Maybe, but we also kind of have our own lives. 
So to me, that’s the nuanced difference, which is huge, which is that 

investment and kind of doing life together.” —Young Adult 
 

“I think it’s because they’re very open-minded people. They’re very open-
minded despite the age [difference] thing … If there is anything that comes up, 
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it’s more of an ignorance kind of thing. But being willing to have that open 
conversation … [has] been super helpful.” —Young Adult 

 
Congregations should listen to their young adults to understand what they want and need, 
especially when trying to reach those who are not already church members.    
 

“I think one of the biggest lessons I learned was just a focus on: How do we 
engage people who aren’t actively participating in church? … Thinking outside 

the box in that sense is something that I learned from the initiative and just from 
getting to brainstorm with other parishes and other congregations … What 

works and what doesn’t work? And how to make it work for your congregation. 
Some of the other ideas I was like, ‘Oh, well, that just definitely wouldn’t work in 

our audience.’ So kind of like having that lens to see through.” —Young Adult   
   

“One of the things I’ve been saying that I haven’t figured out how to do yet is 
[how] to go to them. We can’t expect them to come to us. I haven’t figured out 

how to do it yet, but I think the two events that are most successful are 
mimicking some of that. We went to a group … that [a newly active church 

member] would never have come to had we had it at the church.” —Young Adult   
 

Commitment 
In addition to facilitating relationships with young adults, churches also need to commit to 
young adult ministry. They must be ready to invest their time and energy into serving young 
adults. They must be ready to be transparent with young adults and be willing to share power 
with them. Young adults often attributed failed innovation to the unwillingness of 
congregations to support change and commit to innovation.   
   

“My advice for churches is that it boils down to shared power transparency. 
Are you ready to share your power? Are you ready to take a hard look at the 

institution that you’re a part of and have change around that? And I think if you 
aren’t ready to take a hard look at the harm that you might’ve caused in the past 

and the healing that might need to happen because of that, then you’re not 
ready for this project.” —Young Adult 

  
“And when you come to church, it’s like, ‘Yeah, we want more people in the 

pews. Oh, but we don’t necessarily want them to do sports because then they 
won’t come to church.’ No, you’re getting it wrong. If you want to have a 

relationship with these people, you’re going to go watch that kid play sports. 
You’re going to go to that basketball game because it’s not about the person 

coming to church and doing … something for you. It’s about you putting [out] the 
message of Christ and being the person of Christ in the world. But churches don’t 

get that.” —Young Adult 
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“I think that’s big: not being afraid to question the systems that are already set 
up … If a congregation is coming in, I think there are some systems and ways that 
things are set up. But I don’t think they need to rely on how it’s been done in the 

past. [They should] not [be] afraid of innovation.” —Young Adult  
   

“A lot of my struggle with communicating [with] the [church] was buy-in from 
the congregation. And I think there are some structures and systems set up, but 
COVID happened. And I think COVID explains to an extent, but … it is an excuse 
to fall back on. And there were many times when I was in conversations with 

people [at the] church where I felt like I had to prove that I was a person that 
had both lived experience … and also experience with a background in training 

and event spaces and curating community space.” —Young Adult   
 

Consistency 
Through the YAI, many congregations have focused less on developing a specific project (e.g., 
updating the young adult room) and more on building and maintaining meaningful and 
reciprocal relationships through consistent engagement.  
  

“Consistency is key for sure. Consistency is key. If we’re not consistent, then it 
really dwindles, and people really fall off. I mean, the younger you go, if we’re 
not involved there or not consistent, the interest isn’t there. Yes, the interest 

comes from people, but you have to keep them interested. You have to entice 
them some way, somehow. And yes, it’s God. Yes, he does all the work, but it’s 
talking about it. It’s showing up even when the work gets difficult. Putting it out 
there: What do we need to pray over? What’s not working? How do we keep it 

going?” —Young Adult 
 

“I’ve noticed a lot of times you run into an issue with the younger group because 
at first, [we] want it to go this way, but now, we want to go this way … Our 
mindset changes a lot of the time. That’s what helped us grow to create 

something that has been structured. So being able to move around freely 
without judgment [is what made me stay involved].” —Young Adult 

 
“We’re very blessed that some of the older adults, I think there’s like 50 to 70, 
and the people who came to be mentors, a majority of them were kind of the 
movers and shakers of the church. So, a work horse, matriarchs and patriarchs 

who had been on leadership teams, elected teams, and really are doing the good 
work. So they lent some legitimacy to those programs and showed a spark of 
interest in getting to know young adults and young adult culture so that they 

could be that welcoming presence and then be a model to the rest of the 
church.” —Congregation Leader 

 
“[The gatherings] were always away so that people [would] come, and they 

would be more open to sharing. And what we discovered is church to them was 
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bigger than three points and hoot. They wanted authenticity, and they wanted 
relationship. And they wanted to know that they were getting something real 

and not something that was fake and phony because they can spot the fake and 
phony. And also, they wanted to know that what they were investing in was 

worth their time. And so, if it wasn’t worth their time, then they weren’t going 
to invest in it.” —Congregation Leader/Young Adult 

 
Understanding the magnitude of the YAI should facilitate consistency and commitment among 
those involved, which are key factors of success.  
  

“It was a long, very long, time over the course of a couple of years. So I think 
towards the end, you know, I personally experienced some wear and tear, and I 

was kinda like, ‘Where’s the finish line?’ … And I think … I felt that way as soon as 
a team dwindled down to like three persons. Whereas it wasn’t such a major lift 

in the beginning when we had a larger team, the smaller that it got, it just 
became more of a burden. On top of having a full-time job, doing youth 

ministry, other things in my life.” —Young Adult 
 

“Me and my pastor are already talking about, we need like 15–20 people 
because we know there’s going to eventually be attrition. And that eventually 
we can get 15–20 people working on this, by the end of the 18 months, we’ll 

probably have six or seven, you know. Rather than having six or seven and then 
we get back down to two and then, you know, it was hard to get people to jump 

in the middle of the process. And that was difficult as well, because we were 
trying to recruit a new team in the middle of the process, and it was almost like 
we were teaching a new team all over again. And we did that twice.” —Young 

Adult 
 

“So turnover was universal. A big piece was when people left, were there 
others to step in, you know, was the team integrated enough into the 

congregation? And the congregation had bought in enough that people were 
like, ‘Yeah, I want to do that.’ Or were they isolated enough that when 

somebody left, there was just no, like, ‘Could we even ask? Nobody else even 
knows what’s going on. How do we get people caught up to speed?’ Right. So 

that level of kind of integration and buy-in was important on that as well.” —Hub 
Leader 

 
Collaboration, Listening, and Community 
Almost three-quarters (73%) of congregation leaders agreed that their congregation’s 
innovation for young adults is better and more effective because of the networks and learning 
opportunities facilitated by the YAI. 
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Collaboration 
As for collaborative efforts between congregations, 56% of all leaders agreed that whenever a 
congregation in the YAI learned something, that knowledge was distributed to the rest of the 
congregations in the hub, and 75% agreed that they learned things from other members of the 
YAI that have directly impacted their approach to young adult ministry. Collaboration and 
information sharing are highly valued and instrumental to the success of the YAI. Congregations 
reported that collaboration between young adults and congregations was most effective 
when they developed authentic relationships and helped young adults feel deeply connected 
to the ministry. 
  

“The different times when we’re all together so that we can bounce the ideas off 
of each other and just talk about where we’re at, how it’s going, those types of 

things [were a highlight]. So, it’s not just, ‘Hey, we feel like our church is 
struggling. We don’t know what we’re doing.’ It’s another church that’s like, 

‘We’re right there with you. We don’t know what we’re doing. We’re struggling 
or something.’ So, I think keeping that contact between all of us was really 

good.”  —Young Adult   
 

“I would say anything where there’s authentic connection. I mean, whether it 
was getting a group with them engaged in a martyr service project that the 
ministry itself is doing, if the connection was there and they could connect, 

‘Okay, this is how my everyday life reflects me being a follower of Christ being 
part of a body that says they follow Christ.’ And it’s that connectivity that’s what 

I find out consistently, no matter what we did, if there was authentic 
connection, it resonated.” —Congregation Leader  

  
“What I’ve come to realize is that there has to be a balance between fellowship 
and service. What resonates, I think, in the middle of those two, there’s a deep 
resonance between our deep connection for the young adults at large that are 
part of our ministry because they love feeling as if they belong to something. 

What I have tried to implement as a part of belonging to this ministry means that 
we [have] fellowship together. We grow together; we become very close. 

However, we also go out, and we do as much as we can for other people. And so 
that has been very fruitful, but I think that what resonates most with the young 

adults at large is that in-between space of fellowship and service.” —
Congregation Leader/Young Adult  

 
Relatedly, explicit work on team building should aid the success of congregations.  

  
“I would say that your team is key … if you can have a committed group who is 

willing to take time together and be goofy with each other … But find some 
people who’d be willing to really do it. I had people that somehow were 

committed enough to go meet at six in the morning on Saturdays because that 
was like the time when we could all meet together.” —Congregation Leader  
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“We struggle with how to come together as a team and make decisions. We 
struggled the first six to eight months figuring out and deciding what we wanted 

to do. ‘Cause it was always a lot of pessimism, and the majority of the group 
could not decide what to do and coming up with a decision-making framework 
for your team and how do we make decisions. Maybe that’s developing team 
norms in the beginning and maybe coming up with an agreement that these 

are the team norms that we’re going to follow … Maybe figure out how to do 
some team building to get personalities to coexist.” —Young Adult  

  
“There was one team that was like, ‘You know what, every time we meet, 
we’re going to meet in somebody’s house and we’re going to have dinner 

together first, and we’re going to need to get to know each other’s families and 
lives, and then we’re going to do our work.’ And we were like, ‘Oh, okay, well, 

that’s cool.’ And then we realized that’s actually essential compared to, you 
know, ‘We’re going to meet one hour a month on Wednesday, and we’re going 

to come from our busy lives and talk about this thing and go our separate 
ways.’” —Hub Leader  

 
“We found that a lot of the young adults were already looking for 

opportunities to be social. So we looked to incorporate social opportunities 
with the ministry as well. And we got more success doing that. We got more of a 

buy-in, and then it was also like people were just more kind of laid back and 
were able to just connect in a way that was … without the pretense of feeling 
like we have to be sanctimonious, but just really connect and really talk and 
enjoy each other, enjoy the fellowship with one another, get to know one 

another, because those kinds of things, they translate to deeper relationships 
and conversations and more openness.” —Young Adult 

 
Listening 
To effectively engage with young adults, congregations must be willing to listen to and respond 
to them. Congregations need to be respectful and open to new ideas. In this way, interactions 
between congregations and young adults can be more meaningful and supportive, rather than 
transactional.  

  
“Try to think outside of the box to be open to new ideas, experiences, locations 

also to, you know, respect one another. And I would also tell them to just … go 
with the flow of things and be open to learning who young adults are, what they 

like, how we can keep them in churches.”—Young Adult  
  

“I think there was a lot of excitement to kind of nurture relationships within the 
community. And even if they didn’t become members, kind of build out what 
our community engagement looks like beyond those transactional ways that 

we do it now, which is still great. Those are our ministries, right? But ways that 
we could, you know, have a monthly get together in Lincoln Park or something 
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like that, or do a brunch every month. And that’s just part of what we do.” —
Young Adult  

  
“I think [understanding how people come to new things] was a really important 

part of that for us and for young people in the community because it doesn’t 
make it transactional then. You know, you’re really learning about this person 
and trying to connect with them, rather than having some goal of asking them 
to join the church or having you give me something, it’s about connecting and 
figuring out what we’d like to do to nurture that connection.” —Young Adult  

  
“Well, I would like to think that just because it was something that deeply 
affected not only the community around [our neighborhood] but also the 

passion that these young adults had in that book club. Knowing that is 
something that they were passionate about just sort of naturally led to 
something that engaged the community at that level.” —Young Adult   

  
“The faith and sexuality webinar really showed us that we somewhat erred. And 

I don’t think we knew it, but I think we somewhat inadvertently put our ideas 
out on the table, what we thought would work and what we thought people 

might like. Because it sounded fun to the group that was at the table … That’s 
really the point I think we realized, ‘Wait a minute, this is not about us.’” —

Congregation Leader  
 
Creating opportunities for real discussion about issues that are important to young adults led to 
connection and interest in the ministry, even if the programming took place in a church-
adjacent space.  

  
“We want to do things that are relative to our lifestyle, but that doesn’t mean 

that we can’t be spiritual, faithful communities and networks. So I think that’s a 
very important key thing that keeps a young adult community thriving that even 
if there is someone new that wants to get involved with the church or just see 
what this is about, you have to be real and genuine to the lifestyle.” —Young 

Adult  
  

“I think it’s so important to try and connect to the lifestyle, the challenges, the 
needs, the community, what’s hot what’s not, you know, just the realistic part 

of what that looks like to be young adult to inspire faith.” —Young Adult  
   

“So we would talk about different things, whether it be how young adults or 
twenties, thirties feel about where they are in their relationship to church, 

different things that go on in the community, whether it be relationships. We did 
one on the legalization of marijuana. So just all the different aspects that young 
people would face … I think we had the best turnouts when we talked about the 

‘touchy’ stuff. So, and even sometimes if we didn’t have a lot of people in 
attendance, we did have good conversation. People still walked out with just 
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having purpose, I guess, with being there. They felt really good with it. So yeah, 
I think overall it did go really well.” —Young Adult   

 
“We did a dating series with our pastors, and we had like a little round table on 
our pulpit stage with them, just being like, ‘What was it like to date?’ or ‘What 

does it mean to date?’ or ‘What does that look like being a Christian? Being 
someone of faith?’ We had a faith and finance [roundtable], we have so many 
members that are involved with taxes and investing and stuff like that, ‘What 

does that mean to a young adult? How does that integrate with my lifestyle?’ Or 
entertainment-wise, you have to kind of make it look cool and sexy. Not all the 
time do we want to go sit in a pew and have someone lecture us again about 
something that we should already know. So it kinda has to have some swag 

about it in a very genuine way.” —Young Adult  
  

“It was just kinda like, ‘Hey, we have all these conversations and we’re this type 
of person but we still attach ourselves to a church.’ So it’s not like you have to 
be this one thing. So whatever you thought being a church member is, or being 
someone who believes, that’s not really what it is. It’s multifunctional. It can be 
what you want it to be. So it was kind of just like, ‘Hey, we can still have these 
conversations. We can still have fun, but you don’t have to be like, ‘but they 

from church!’” —Young Adult   
 
“I would say the most fruitful effort was, in some ways the simplest one, which 

was just carving out a regular space for them as young adults to be together. 
And we did that in a couple of different ways that were largely informal, not 
overly structured, but one effort was what we called ‘table talks,’ which in 

essence were getting together over a meal and having a space to talk about 
whether there seem to be current issues that were going on in the country that 
maybe aren’t taught or seemingly talked about as much in the church spaces, 

you know, like some of the racial justice issues.” —Congregation Leader  
  

“We have found that there is a feeling, I would say, among probably the majority 
of the young adults that I’ve talked to that basically this idea of, ‘Well, a lot of 
churches don’t talk about [social issues]. Why not? Those are real life. We’re 
dealing with this, and we may have our own understanding of what we feel 

and what the biblical view is, or we may not, but we also know that our 
roommates, or our classmates, or our neighbors, or coworkers are talking 

about this stuff. So why can’t we talk about it in the church?’ You know, like, 
‘What does the Bible say about smoking weed?’ I mean, like real life, practical 

stuff that people are either figuring out on their own or have questions about or 
just would like to see that these things are dealt with in some way within the 

church in a way that’s not just like, ‘Oh, don’t do that.’” —Congregation Leader  
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“Expecting our young adults to show up at church is not the win. We need to go 
to wherever they are, which has felt like a youth ministry model for years and 
years and years. But I think everybody thought, well, once they’re adults, then 
church is just going to be a part of their lives … The expectation that they’ll be 

home whenever they can or to church whenever they can [on holiday breaks] is 
not reality … So, it’s going where young adults are and being present in their 
lives, not expecting them to come back and be present in the church the way 

that they used to be.” —Congregation Leader 
  

“Learning to grow in depth with your congregation starts with growing in depth 
with the people and the community, and really knowing where people are from 
knowing their histories and just really spending time listening. So I think that’s 

probably the most valuable thing. I’d say, you know, just finding ways to grow 
just by listening to each other.” —Young Adult Leader   

  
“Well, my young adults love to worship. And so, what really worked with them 
was having their young adult weekend that included Sunday worship. But even 
before we got there, we had an evening of fun—a bonfire, and they like food 
trucks. Every time they had an activity, it was the food trucks that drew other 

young adults. And so, we saw growth in our ministries, particularly when there 
was fun and fellowship and food trucks … They also enjoyed Bible study and 

small groups. So, I teach the Bible study and then they went into a small group 
with me and with themselves, but they often invited me to participate in the 

small group. That was an awesome experience because they were really honest. 
They talked about their issues. They were transparent and open and helped 

facilitate and counsel and give advice and counsel to one another and 
supported one another during some very difficult times. And so I saw real 

growth and kind of a real sense of caring during that time. So that worked well.” 
—Congregation Leader  

 
Community 
Young adult ministry was most successful when it focused on building and being in 
community, rather than on a specific activity. While the community focus can take place at the 
church, flexibility in both location and time for these places of connection is needed. Most 
participants indicated that relationally focused resources are important for young adults’ 
spiritual development, including gatherings (86%), positive relationships (91%), and peers 
(89%).   
 

“It’s the connections they make with each other. Because the latest team that I 
have right now, really what they want to do is come to the church. So, they’re 

there at services.”  —Congregation Leader   
 

“Basically to hang out, be very casual and then slowly mix in the religious 
discussion while everybody’s kind of hanging out.” —Young Adult 
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Axe throwing. I urged them to do that at one point. And we had a nice little 
group, and they had a nice time, but it’s really not what excites them. What 
makes them happy is to come here, all of them together.” —Congregation 

Leader   
   

“[Young adults] do want socialization. They don’t want to be preached to in a 
negative way. So, I feel like the way we looked at it, it’s like some young adults 

don’t want to go and hang out with their priest. So I would say for a parish to be 
more open-minded with the young adults, more flexible with their schedules 
because they’re working, and to have things that are more socially based and 

not as … intensive.” —Young Adult    
 
“We’d have cohort meetings every quarter where we’d meet with the leads from 
the six congregations in our cohort. We’d have conversations about a variety of 

topics, but it was just really nice to hear what other people were doing because 
it could feel kind of isolating at times.” —Young Adult 

 
“Our sense was we don’t need to teach those people to listen to other kinds of 
stories. Like those stories that they’re telling you in that bar are holy and God is 

in those stories. So I think part of it is like helping people find God already 
present in their lives, because they’re already doing the things that the church 
used to do for them. They’re already finding, hopefully finding community, 
finding meaning, finding ways to serve and care for the world and finding 

places to think deeply about what it means to be like good people or to live a 
good life or work for the common good. I think part of it is just trusting that 

young adults know what they need and are capable of creating communities that 
can feed that and speak to that. And so, resource them, you take their 

leadership, take their ideas, resource them, and then get out of the way, 
something like that.” —Congregation Leader  

 
One participant shared the sentiment about how things felt when they could not form 
community: 
  

“During our cohort meetings everyone will be sharing what they’ve done. And 
it’s like, I feel like I haven’t done that much. Like we’re not doing things like that. 
And feelings of inadequacy to an extent because we didn’t really know them on 
a personal level. It was more so just the cohort meetings that were on Zoom … 

We just really didn’t get to know our fellow cohort members , the other people 
in the hub, as well as we do this time around like being able to do in-person 

things. They did an end of the grant cycle banquet and it was so nice to be able 
to talk to everyone. I was like, wow, like we’ve been in the same program for 

three years? You’re such a cool person. I wish we could have had this 
conversation two and a half years ago. So just more opportunities to get 
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together in person and share stories I think is huge. It helped my team a lot with 
just knowing that we’re doing all right.” —Young Adult  

 
Young Adult Leadership 
Young adults need to be treated like adults, which means offering leadership opportunities 
and ownership over their ministry. 
  

“Have a very sturdy foundation of people that are really, really willing to put 
forth the effort to plan and listen to the young adults and see what they want. 

But you also need that desire from the young adults to have that because you 
could have the best group and no one might show up and it might not be 

because you’re not planning it.” —Young Adult 
  
“I’m not putting my effort into the group. I let the group do their own thing. I’m 
putting my effort into the leadership … Part of what I’ve learned has been that 

I’m not going to tell them what to do … I’m going to set the leadership, and then 
I’m going to sit back. Maybe I’ll make a few suggestions, but I try to keep my 

mouth quiet.” —Congregation Leader   
    

“ I think that the leadership team is important. The leadership team actually is 
number one, but then coming off of that is allowing the group to organically 

live its own life.” —Congregation Leader 
  

 “You can’t treat them as if they are a youth group that’s just gotten a little older.  
… You need to organize leadership that is going to run its own group, do what 

it wants to do. And we learned that the first year.” —Congregation Leader   
 

“I would start with being intentional … Talk to them, include them. They have 
the answers, and they know, so if you’re asking me, then you need to be asking 
them kind of situation. And beyond that, … empower them, let them lead, give 

them, help them, you know, … live into their purpose, their calling to do that. So, 
yeah.” —Congregation Leader  

 
By encouraging young adults to share perspectives and become leaders, congregations can 
communicate that young adults are valued and that they belong. When young adults are not 
provided with these opportunities for leadership and responsibility, they can feel used. In these 
cases, they may not feel motivated to invest in the congregation. 
  

“I think that there’s a big difference that churches want young people in the 
church almost for the sake of having them, for feeling like they’re going to 

continue, rather than actually including young people in leadership and decision-
making roles. If you want someone to feel invested, you need to actually invest 
in developing them in meaningful ways that involve sharing power.” —Young 

Adult 
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“Expecting something of young people—expecting a lot, actually—can be a sign 
of respect. I mean, there’s a balance and there’s a respectful way that honors 

people and there’s a respectful way to do that. So, I think affirming the 
experiences of young people and asking them to serve in leadership is a key way 

so that their perspectives and life phase and life experiences are represented 
and are honored.” —Young Adult 

 
“When young adults are empowered to be the leaders, rather than, ‘Here’s the 

thing, now you go do it.’ But, ‘Here’s a framework. How would you interpret 
this?’ Or ‘How would you use this framework to engage other adults or lead a 

workshop or do a ministry activity, which could be a justice activity or 
whatever?’ … Give a younger adult the freedom to experiment, the freedom to 
actually lead without strings attached, and the freedom, honestly, to fail. Yeah. 
Without the idea that you’re going to break something, right? We’re not going to 

break God. We’re not going to break a church.” —Hub Leader 
 

“[Young adult ministry] needs to be led by young adults … I wasn’t relating 
generationally to them and interest-wise too. I guess they were interested in 

different kinds of things than I was interested in. So, I said, ‘Well, tell me what 
you want to do.’ And they would tell me, and then it would fall apart cause 

nobody’s going to commit to doing it. I think young adult ministry run by young 
adults is going to be more successful.” —Congregation Leader 

 
“We have had life groups by life stage as well. Young adults leading other young 
adults. And so, I think there’s been a space of empowerment. There’s been a 

space where young adults could feel like they were contributing core members 
of the church. And so, I think that was huge because I think as people came in, 

they saw people who look like them on stage, they saw people like them leading 
life groups, or even as our own people were reaching out to their own friends. I 
mean, it was our young people reaching their young friends. And so, I think that 

that’s just a big part of it.” —Young Adult 
 

Supportive Leadership 
Some young adults encountered resistance from internal processes, which hampered their 
ability to carry about their project and made them feel unsupported. In contrast, young adults 
who had support to navigate church hierarchy and process typically felt more supported and 
successful.   
  

“To have the pastor on board from the beginning was golden, you know, so 
that if we needed a meeting and he was like, ‘Okay, let me know what you need 
to do.’ But we still had to be by the letter, you know, whatever we had to do, but 

having him on board helped so much.” —Young Adult 
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“A lot of it is kind of coaching the folks, how to navigate the institution and 
identify who are those guides who can help navigate the institution because 

the institution is not prepared for it at all.” —Congregation Leader 
 

“Part of why they thrived and did well is the priest who is assigned to work 
with them. She was really savvy at church politics. So she helped navigate things 

among their board. She navigated things with the bishop and was able to get 
additional funding from the diocese because she was good at that. You know, 

that was all because we lucked out with her. And then when she moved, because 
the church hired her there, man, it started to stumble after that.”  

—Congregation Leader 
 

“Young adults have a gift and, of course, they need to grow, and there are ways 
that the older generation can walk alongside of them and really invest in them 

in order to raise them up. But if it’s always a one-directional thing and there 
isn’t that space for a young adult to give back or participate or fully engage, I 
think we would miss out. And so I think I’d encourage older leaders to really 

intentionally make space, to listen, and to release their authority and power so 
that the younger people can lead.” —Young Adult 

 
“I think we have to reevaluate how we do church in a lot of ways. And the church 

of the past is not the same as the church of the future. So, like I said, our knee-
jerk reaction was oftentimes programming. Like, ‘Oh, we’ll just come up with this 
program. And that will solve things.’ When in reality, it wasn’t about program. It 

was really about listening to what young adults wanted and needed and 
operating from that place. So, I think, gosh, as a church leader now that is trying 

to figure out how do we grow younger? I think it is first being in relationship 
with young people, truly listening to them and hearing how they’re feeling. I 

was just in a meeting with our young adults’ pastor, and she said, ‘Gosh, 
everybody always forgets about us. I always get invited to a meeting last 
minute.’ I think it’s true. And how horrible that is and to listen to the pain 

underneath that. Why is it that we always think of young adults last? Or why is it 
that we always go to the same young adults to ask them how all young adults 

feel?” —Congregation Leader 
 

“It’s made all the difference in the world that we had someone from executive 
leadership, someone boots on the ground, 20–30s leadership and then some 
actual 20-somethings who are really invested in the church, to have all of us 

come together, share the same learnings, have honest conversation, and then 
get to experiment together. I think that’s why it has resulted in us having a staff 

team is because there was an extra level of buy-in that came from that. So, I 
think for me that has made all the difference, to have people in varying levels of 

leadership be involved in different conversations.” —Young Adult 
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Funding and Money Approaches 
The money provided by the YAI created a willingness to participate in and dream about 
young adult programming at participating congregations. 
   

“Just to have at least one piece certain that we don’t have to think about, it gives 
so much peace. I couldn’t put it in words how much peace it gives to know, ‘Hey, 
we have this amount, for this amount of time, and this is how we can dream.’” 

—Young Adult & Congregation Leader   
   

“We needed some funds, definitely. And having that from YAI was a blessing 
because we were able to empower some people to help them grow.” —Young 

Adult & Congregation Leader   
   

“I think the funds were super nice to remove barriers for people wanting to get 
involved, whether it was for some event or retreat, just being able to subsidize 
that was a good outreach opportunity.” —Young Adult & Congregation Leader   

   
“I know our group has been really blessed by the YAI. Being able to do activities 
that I don’t think a lot of our group members would do if it was full-price or if 

we just didn’t have the freedom to be able to experiment with different 
activities.” —Young Adult   

   
Congregations appreciated having the funds to explore more innovative projects that might not 
otherwise receive allocations in their church budgets. 

  
“One of our bigger hindrances, especially after we lost a staff member who was a 

coordinator, was the money. Of like, what do we do with it? How do we spend 
it? And it just felt like a really big thing, especially for young adults. We’re not 
the richest people … It was really exciting but also kind of terrifying, like how 

do I spend this money correctly?” —Young Adult 
 

“We were able to get some grant money to explore different avenues that we 
couldn’t have, or maybe wouldn’t have, done because our church budget just 
doesn’t have the capacity to allow us to do some experimental or exploratory 
kinds of things … I think that could be one way of thinking about success.” —

Congregation Leader 
 

The funds opened opportunities for youth events that extended the impact to a larger number 
of participants. 

   
“I just want to thank Lilly and say, this is well worth the effort and money. It’s 
sometimes an uphill battle, sometimes very frustrating, but it yields such great 

rewards that I am so happy that we did this. It really has had a significant impact 
on me personally and on our church.” —Congregation Leader   
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“I think that without the YAI funding, I, at that point, would have just said, ‘You 
know what, this isn’t worth the effort’ and let it go. But I kept … that idea in 

mind that, ‘No, you know, I’m going to the consultation in Boston next’ or 
whatever it was. And I really don’t want to go and say, ‘Guess what? We’re 
giving up.’ So, I kept pushing and pushing. And then out of nowhere … new 

leadership emerged, which was very exciting.” —Congregation Leader   
 

Some participants would have appreciated more hands-on guidance, including access to 
speakers or financial coaching. 
   

“[It felt like] here is the money, you figure it out … Like, we trust that you can do 
a good job. And I mean, that’s good. I appreciate that. But I don’t know. Maybe 
you have more resources other than money you got, like, you can access these 

speakers, you know, things like that, people that can come and bring more 
knowledge or more experience as well. I think for me, that would have been 

helpful.” —Young Adult & Congregation Leader 
  

“There was a lot of idea sharing, but maybe better coaching for the finances 
specifically. I know our end-of-the-year financial report was a little bit difficult for 

our church to get through, especially because one pastor started, and then I 
stepped in and didn’t have any information from him. So that could have been 
partly on us, but the resourcing, as far as here are other churches around the 
nation that are doing young adult ministry successfully or a specific speaker 
pastor who’s really focused on that area, I think would have been helpful.” —

Young Adult & Congregation Leader 
 

“I think the money gave me a little sense of urgency and responsibility, but it 
also sometimes was a bit of a burden really to turn, to try to figure out how to 

spend it.” —Congregation Leader 
 
 
Data Tables: 2022 Survey Questions  

 = Congregation Leaders/Staff  = Young Adults    = Hub Leaders/Staff 
 Answered 

by 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 
As a result of the YAI, I feel like my congregation 
leaders listen more to young adults than they 
used to.   3% 7% 35% 42% 14% 

The YAI has revealed that it is important for 
young adults to have a clear role to play in their 
congregations.  

1% 2% 10% 43% 44% 
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REFLECTION AND FUTURE DIRECTION 
 
Overall, the Young Adult Initiative is succeeding in its mission to engage with, mobilize, and 
ultimately change the lives of young adults. To us at Springtide, the impact is obvious, and it 
was easy to see all the things the initiative has made better. As researchers, we scoured our 
findings to assess the greater impact, develop an understanding of key learnings, and find 
places for improvement. We were able to do all three of those things for this initiative. The 
impact and the key learnings were captured in the report, and this reflection is our space to 
share our experience with the process and our suggestions beyond the initiative’s impact. 
 
The Research Process 
When we began the process of learning for the YAI, all hubs were open to it, as was expected, 
but faced challenges such as capacity issues, fatigue, staff attrition, lack of knowledge, etc. This 
was not a surprise, but it posed a number of barriers to getting robust longitudinal and 
anecdotal feedback. It also meant that some hubs were considerably more equipped to 
respond, so their data was more substantial.  
 
Additionally, many hubs had done some form of large-scale research of their own, making this 
feel like a duplication of efforts, which caused some resistance. We were still able to work with 
them to garner participation, but in some cases, it was apparent that they weren’t as willing to 
provide robust details or encourage participation from congregations and young adults.  
 
However, despite those challenges, we were able to collect a significant amount of qualitative 
and quantitative data because of the deep commitment that participants had to the mission 
and vision of this initiative.  
 
Our researchers remained objective, of course, but they were moved and inspired by the work 
that the hubs are doing in every case. They heard recollections and recommendations from 
participants––even in cases where they had been removed from the initiative for years. The 
stories were powerful and necessary and should be collected throughout the initiative in future 
cohorts. 
 
Build in Research 
We are obviously strong proponents of a research plan to measure the impact of any initiative, 
but it was particularly evident to us that this initiative would benefit from strategic, specific 
evaluation throughout.  
 
We posed several questions that were met with uncertainty because metrics had not been built 
to capture the progress or impact, especially regarding the faith lives of young adults. Hubs had 
anecdotes and speculation, with some key themes, but some sort of framework should be built 
to help faith leaders know how to help young adults navigate their faith journey. We 
understand the philosophy behind allowing hubs to drive their own assessment, but seeing as 
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they are largely not researchers, they should be given some key guidelines and established 
metrics to help them.  
 
A clear research-based evaluation plan can benefit the hubs because it helps them benchmark, 
know how to adjust their plans as needed to be more successful, keep a pulse on the impact, 
and develop future action. If they are given some sort of guide or assistance for the research 
piece, they won’t have to think about it as much, giving them more capacity to do what they do 
best. Having a plan would also help them feel more at ease about “evaluation” that will be 
expected of them from Lilly.  
 
Specifically, we suggest that hubs are given the following: 

• a set of guidelines for how to set up a research project 
• a key set of questions they can answer to reflect on progress and impact 
• a key set of questions they can give others so that they can reflect on progress and 

impact 
• before and after surveys of hub leaders and congregation leaders––perhaps even 

throughout––to keep a pulse on their learning 
• structure and suggestions for conducting quarterly reflections with hub leaders 
• structure and suggestions for conducting guided conversations with activated young 

adults about their experiences, needs, collaborations, etc. 
• suggestions for storing data and finding someone to analyze it 

 
Suggestions from Participants 
Participants shared that Lilly was supportive but also let them be autonomous in the process, as 
promised. However, they reported that they actually wanted a bit more involvement in some 
capacity. Specifically, they wanted language and guidance for ways to overcommunicate the 
mission and vision of the initiative to those in their service. They often found that people didn’t 
fully understand the purpose of the initiative and were at a loss for how to move the message 
more broadly.  
 
Participants appreciated the openness and unstructured nature of the innovation process but 
at the same time asked for guardrails. Innovation needs parameters, which this learning 
summary does help to provide. This was a finding from the 2018–2019 evaluation as well. 
 
Given that community was a significant and key theme throughout this learning summary, it 
came as no surprise that participants repeatedly stated that they wanted more intentional 
collaboration between hubs. Some hubs made efforts to do so, but collaboration should be 
built, structured, and consistent, so that these incredible framework ideas that some hubs are 
having can become the foundation of future innovation guardrails.  
 
Additionally, the sense of community hubs felt with one another was significant and necessary. 
At the very least, they would like an additional, already created structure or pathway for 
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sharing ideas, information, and advice with one another. Young adults said the same thing. 
They wanted more intentional time with one another throughout.  
 
Moving Forward 
Places for Improvement 

• Consistent metrics and measuring practices: Hubs wanted to measure but had no plan 
or consistent way of capturing what was happening to understand if they were, in fact, 
making an impact.  

• Innovation guidelines to offset major ambiguity: Don’t prescribe what they have to do, 
but offer them a road map. 

• Clear expectations without overdirection: People want and need guidance. 
• Intentional community building between hubs: Seek collaboration, consistency, buy-in. 

 
Final Thoughts 
Future cohorts would do well to focus on community, build structures that allow failure and 
learning, design research plans from the beginning, and create pathways to connect with one 
another throughout, among many other things. Looking forward to the next stages of the YAI, 
we are thrilled that there are more cohorts because the evidence is irrefutable that this 
initiative makes a difference in the lives of congregations and young adults. 
 


